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1. PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE GUIDE

WHY MONITOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE?

Shared- ride paratransit systems, ranging from public shared- ride taxi

systems to human service agencies that provide specialized transit for elderly

and handicapped persons, have increased in number, size, and complexity during

the past 10 to 15 years. These systems provide essential, but often high-

cost, mobility to residents of both urban and rural areas. Because most of

these paratransit services depend on increasingly scarce, publicly-provided

funding, paratransit system managers must improve the sophistication and

effectiveness with which they manage the systems to provide the most rides

possible with available funds. Further, funding agencies and elected

officials often insist on performance reports to ensure that their funds are

being spent wisely. Consequently, shared-ride paratransit systems need to

adopt a performance evaluation procedure that responds to these concerns.

The performance evaluation procedure described in this guide meets these

two requirements by providing management with an important diagnostic tool to

gauge the efficiency and the effectiveness of the operation. This procedure

can also provide funding agencies, elected officials, and the general public

with a report card on the performance of the paratransit system that can be

used to justify needed public funds. This guide proposes a procedure that

uses readily available data and that can be used to evaluate all sizes of

shared- ride systems. In addition to describing how the data can be collected,

this guide also describes corrective actions that can be taken to remedy

substandard performance. Substandard performance is identified by a

particular indicator that is unfavorable when compared to other peer systems

or to a system's prior performance. Finally, the guide describes a

presentation format that can be used to organize the data for internal

evaluation and for use in communicating a system's performance to policymakers

and the general public.

Shared-ride paratransit system managers continually should want to

monitor their system's performance so that they can identify problems and
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remedy them. "We never do anything much about a problem until we learn to

measure it."^ As Gordon J, Fielding, one of the foremost experts on

performance evaluation, says, "Particularly important for strategic management

in transit are the measuring and monitoring of performance; without such

evaluation, managers are merely supervising operations."^

Though these comments were written primarily for managers of larger

fixed-route systems, they apply equally to small public and private shared-

ride systems. Shared- ride managers need to monitor performance in order to:

1. Control costs

2. Justify changes in service levels (hours of operations, number of

vehicle in service)

3 . Monitor subcontractors

4. Guide marketing efforts

5. Ensure the financial integrity of the system

Because only a few key indicators are needed to monitor the important aspects

of shared-ride transit system performance, the procedure is relatively easy to

implement for even the smallest shared- ride system. While some useful

indicators may require that additional data be collected and analyzed, the

critical indicators can be developed using readily available financial and

operating data.

Performance monitoring also benefits the shared- ride system manager

by providing the manager with a means to communicate fundamental information

about the shared-ride systems to the organization's constituencies, including

outside funding agencies, the media, the general public, elected officials,

employees, and policy boards. Just as private corporations report key

performance indicators, such as sales, profits, and return on investment,

managers of shared- ride systems can report financial and operating data to the

^ Moynihan, D. P., "The Politics and Economics of Regional Growth," The
Public Interest, 1978, 51, p. 12.

^ Fielding, Gordon J., Managing Public Transit Strategically: A
Comprehensive Approach to Strengthening Service and Monitoring Performance .

(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1987), p. 59.
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groups listed above. Not only will these constituencies better understand the

benefits and costs of the shared- ride system, but a regular report card on

operations will convey management's effective stewardship of the system and

inspire confidence in the organization and its management.

While many of the performance indicators and evaluation procedures

described in this manual are the same as those used to evaluate fixed- route

transit performance, shared-ride systems have several performance evaluation-

related characteristics that distinguish them from scheduled operations.

First, because of the relatively low productivity of shared- ride systems-

-

measured by one-way passenger trips per vehicle hour- -the per- trip cost of

shared-ride systems is high. Furthermore, small changes in the passenger-

per-hour indicator will have a major impact on the financial viability of a

shared-ride system. Therefore, shared-ride system performance evaluation must

place priority on the vehicle and driver productivity as measured by this key

indicator.

Another characteristic of shared-ride paratransit systems that

distinguishes them from fixed-route bus systems is the information system used

by shared- ride systems to schedule, dispatch, and charge for transportation

services. Shared- ride systems focus on the individual passenger trip as the

basic unit of service whereas fixed-route systems usually maintain aggregate

information based on runs or scheduled hours. While the trip-by- trip record-

keeping required by shared- ride operations is tedious to maintain, it provides

an enormously useful source of primary data for shared- ride system evaluation

and serves as the basis for most of the procedures described in this manual.

SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION OF THIS GUIDE

This guide is designed to be a resource for shared-ride paratransit

system managers to help them develop a performance procedure for their

operation, be it a private shared-ride taxi service, a human service

transportation system, or a specialized transit system operated by a public

transit agency. Because urban and rural shared-ride systems are similar in

most evaluation- related aspects, the procedures described here are applicable

to both operating environments.
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The procedures presented in this guide have been developed based on a

review of the relevant literature, as well as extensive experience gained from

assisting private and public shared- ride systems in conducting performance

evaluations. Most of this experience resulted from training and technical

assistance projects that assisted Pennsylvania shared-ride operators to set up

and evaluate their systems.

This guide is organized into four major sections. The first section

(chapters 2 and 3) presents the theory and general framework of the

performance evaluation methodology, including the selection rationale of the

goals and objectives, the specific indicators to be monitored, and

presentation formats to communicate the results of the evaluation. The second

section of the guide (chapters 4 and 5) presents detailed information needed

to collect necessary data, including service-specific cost statistics. The

third section (chapter 6) describes corrective actions/policies that can be

implemented to correct substandard performance. The final section of the

report (chapter 7) presents a case study that illustrates the application of

the methodology to a typical system. To facilitate comparison of the

individual shared-ride system to similar systems, selected peer data from

Pennsylvania and other States are presented in the appendix. A glossary of

terms used in this report is also included in the appendix.

As is discussed in chapter 2, worthwhile peer group analysis requires

careful selection of the systems to be used for the comparison; therefore, not

all data will be relevant to all shared-ride agencies. For example, systems

that primarily provide group transportation for human service agency clients

should not be compared to systems that provide random, many- to -many , demand-

responsive transportation for medical trips; the different demand

characteristics result in inherently different productivity levels for the two

systems. Likewise, public agencies that contract with private carriers should

not be compared to public agencies that directly provide service, as these two

systems exhibit fundamental differences in administrative costs and

requirements

.
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2. THE SHARED-RiDE TRANSIT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

The general framework for evaluation of transit system performance has

been widely described in previous studies. Several excellent sources that

were drawn upon for this chapter include the seminal work by Gordon J

.

Fielding that is summarized in his recent book on strategic transit

management.^ Other hands-on guides that present evaluation frameworks for

rural systems include the Transportation Resource Management for Rural Elected

Officials - Resource Notebook / prepared for the U. S. Department of

Transportation, and the Rural Public Transportation Performance Evaluation

Guide . prepared to assist rural transit systems in Pennsylvania.^

The specific performance indicators described in these resources

primarily apply to the evaluation of fixed- route systems; however, the general

evaluation framework proposed applies to both fixed- route and demand-

responsive shared- ride systems. As will be described later in this chapter,

the principal differences between fixed-route performance evaluation

techniques and those described in this guide as appropriate for shared- ride

systems are the specific indicators to be calculated and the methods used for

collecting the required data.

USES OF THE SHARED-RIDE TRANSIT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
PROCEDURE

The results of the performance evaluation procedures described in this

guide can be used for at least two major purposes: (1) to provide the manager

with indicators of performance in order to diagnose and correct problems, and

(2) to allow constructive communication between the shared- ride system

management and its constituencies. While the overall evaluation framework

^ Fielding, Chapter 4.

* Peat, Marwick, Mitchell, Inc., Transportation Resource Management for
Rural Elected Officials - Resource Notebook . USDOT, April 1985. (DOT- 1 - 85 - 29

)

^ Carter-Goble Associates, Rural Public Transportation Performance
Evaluation Guide . Prepared for the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, November 1982. (DOT- I -83 -31)
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applies to both purposes, the number of performance indicators calculated and

reported differs significantly for each purpose. Specifically, the use of the

performance evaluation methodology for internal management requires the use of

more indicators to diagnose and monitor operations within specific functional

areas, whereas external communication objectives are better accomplished by

reporting a few key indicators of overall system performance.

For example, internal managerial use of performance indicators requires a

two-step process: (1) continuously monitoring a number of general diagnostic

performance indicators to identify problem areas within the shared- ride

system, and (2) collecting additional data to calculate more specific measures

related to a specific problem area. These problem areas may be overall system

performance or effectiveness such as low ridership, high cost, low service

productivity, or problems within a specific functional area such as

maintenance or administration. Furthermore, because the financial viability

of shared-ride systems is so sensitive to minor changes in productivity,

shared- ride system managers need to continually monitor the performance of

individual subservices within the overall shared- ride operation. These

subservices may include individual vehicles or service sectors , the services

provided by individual subcontractors, or the services provided at different

times of the day or days of the week. Whereas the general set of indicators

can be derived from readily available data, the secondary performance

indicators that can be used to diagnose specific problems will often require

costly and time-consuming data collection. Consequently, while managers may

not be able to routinely monitor these secondary indicators, they can collect

the appropriate sample data in response to specific problems.

By contrast, the use of performance indicators to communicate to various

constituencies such as the policy board, the general public, or employees can

best be accomplished by reporting a very limited list of systemwide measures

that may include, for example: operating expense per one-way passenger trip,

operating expense per vehicle hour, passenger trips per vehicle hour, overall

cost recovery, and service -related complaints. The values for these measures

can be presented and compared to previous time periods or to target values set

for the system.
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Finally, in addition to using performance evaluations for internal

management or communication purposes, shared- ride operators are often required

to provide funding agencies with data and/or performance indicators that

influence funding provided to the shared- ride system. In Pennsylvania, for

example, each of the State's nearly 100 shared- ride programs funded by the

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) must submit monthly and

quarterly data that allow the funding agency to monitor key performance

variables such as passenger trips per vehicle hour, revenue per passenger, and

percentage of driver time spent actually transporting passengers . These

performance measures are used along with other data when the State determines

the reimbursement level it will approve.

Usually the performance measures required by a funding agency are

specified by that agency so that the shared- ride system manager has little

latitude in designing a performance evaluation framework for this purpose.

Therefore, this use of performance evaluation will not be specifically

addressed in this guide. However, the funding agency needs should be

considered when designing both the internal evaluation framework and the

communications -oriented performance reporting so that the mandated data and

indicators can be tracked along with the ones designed for the other purposes.

Most often, the data requirements of all three uses of performance evaluation

overlap, so that the effort needed to achieve the three reporting objectives

will be reduced if these needs are considered together when designing a

shared- ride performance evaluation framework.

THE SIX-STEP EVALUATION PROCEDURE

The performance evaluation process consists of six steps as shown in

figure 1. Because the process of identifying problems and solving them is a

continuous one , the performance evaluation framework described here is a loop

whereby the results of specific actions are further evaluated using the

performance measures that are used to quantify the goals and objectives set

for the system. An overview of the six steps is presented in this chapter;

more detailed descriptions of each performance measure, data collection, and

diagnostic information are presented in later chapters of this guide.
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SHARED-RIDE
PARATRANSIT

SYSTEM

(1)
ESTABLISH GOALS

AND
OBJECTIVES

(2)
SELECT FUNCTIONS TO
EVALUATE AND SELECT

INDICATORS

(3)
COLLECT AND TABULATE

DATA

(4)
ANALYZE INDICATORS

(5)
PRESENT THE RESULTS

(6)
TAKE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

AND
MONITOR RESULTS

Figure 1. Shared-ride performance evaluation framework.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The first step in setting up a performance evaluation process is to

define the overall system goals and objectives. While each shared- ride system

may have specific local goals and objectives, most often the overall goal of a

shared-ride system can be stated as follows:

GOAL: to provide, safely and reliably, the greatest number
of shared- ride trips to the greatest number of persons at

the lowest possible cost within the budget provided.

After the general goal of a shared-ride system is established, more specific,

quantifiable objectives must be defined so that the specific measures

necessary to a performance evaluation methodology can be determined. In the

case of the general goal stated above, a nximber of more quantifiable

objectives are implicit within this overall goal statement. These objectives

can be grouped into categories such as financial, safety, ridership, and

service quality. Specific indicators can then be selected to measure

accomplishment of these specific objectives.

A sample set of measurable objectives that logically follow from the

previously stated goal statement might include:

Operating Efficiency

1. Operating expense per vehicle hour should not exceed the statewide

average and should annually increase by no more than the rate of

inflation.

2. Administrative expense as a percentage of total operating expense

should not exceed 15 percent.

3. The percentage of live hours (when passengers are in the vehicle) to

total paid driver hours should be at least 50 percent.
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Effectiveness

4. A minimum of 3.5 one-way passenger trips per vehicle hour should be

provided.

5. A minimum of 4.0 one-way passenger trips by senior citizens should

be provided annually for each senior citizen within the service

area.

Seirvice Quality

6. Service - related complaints by customers should not exceed one

complaint per 1,000 one-way passenger trips.

7. Ninety- five percent of all pickups will be made within ± 15 minutes

of the promised time

.

Financial

8. The expense per one-way passenger trip should increase by no more

than the Consumer Price Index and should not exceed the maximum rate

allowed by the State DOT.

9. The revenue per one-way passenger trip should be set to recover, on

average, 100 percent of the operating expense per trip.

Safety

10. The system should have no more than one avoidable accident per

100,000 vehicle miles.

This sample set of objectives is not meant to be comprehensive; many other

worthwhile quantitative and qualitative objectives can be defined. However,

this set encompasses the major, measurable objectives that might be

established by a shared- ride system that serves a specialized or general

market

.
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Measurability is an essential attribute of objectives formulated for use

as part of a performance evaluation framework. Certain qualitative aspects of

a shared- ride system, such as the degree to which the transportation service

affords individuals the opportunity to lead a "full life," while laudable, are

nonetheless difficult or impossible to measure. Therefore, a list of the

objectives of a shared- ride system such as the one presented above must be

limited to financial and operating attributes of the system that can be

unambiguously measured.

Data availability and data collection costs also limit the range of

objectives that can be considered since shared-ride systems typically have few

resources available to them to support extensive data collection efforts.

Ideally, the performance evaluation framework should be workable using readily

available or easily collectable information. Fortunately, experience has

shown that a small number of objectives, measured by clearly defined

performance statistics, provides for the most effective evaluation process

and, therefore, the resource limitations of a shared- ride system do not

preclude an effective evaluation process.

SELECTION OF PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

After the shared-ride system's objectives have been clearly defined, the

next step in the performance evaluation process is the selection of the

specific performance indicators which will measure accomplishment of the

objectives. Three subissues related to the selection of indicators include:

1. The extent to which a specific indicator has a generally agreed upon
meaning, permitting cross-system comparisons, can be calculated using
readily available or easily collectable data, and is unambiguous as

to its meaning.

2. The operating level at which the indicator will be applied; for

example, will the indicator be used to measure overall system
performance, or will it be used to measure subservice performance,
such as by time of day or service sector area?

3. The time period to be measured (e.g., annual, quarterly, monthly).

Dozens of indicators can be calculated using readily available information;

however, a few key measures that meet the characteristics listed above are all
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that is needed to carry out an effective evaluation process. Gordon Fielding

found, as the result of his research, that a preliminary list of 48 indicators

could be reduced to 7 "marker variables" that captured the essential aspects

of fixed- route performance.® A similar, selective list of indicators for

shared- ride systems is proposed in this guide. A short, focused list of

indicators not only reduces the data collection required, but will encourage

managers and external constituencies to focus on the overall condition of a

shared- ride system before delving into detailed aspects of subfunctional

areas

.

The first step in selecting indicators is to identify measurable indices

for each objective developed in the framework of goals and objectives

established in step one. After an overall list has been compiled, the list

should be screened to eliminate indicators that measure the same performance

attribute. For example, indicators with miles or hours in the denominator

generally can be substituted for each other (e.g., expense per mile and

expense per hour both track overall efficiency so that only one of these

indicators is needed in an evaluation framework to measure the efficiency of a

shared- ride system).

Data availability and data collection costs will undoubtedly be the most

important determinants of whether a performance indicator can be considered

for inclusion in the shared-ride evaluation methodology. For example, an

excellent measure of services delivered is passenger miles; however,

calculation of the average trip length data needed to estimate passenger miles

is very time consuming, and therefore may preclude use of this measure.

Moreso than the sheer number of indicators selected, the system level at

which the indicators are calculated and the frequency with which they are

reported will determine the resources required to conduct the recommended

evaluation. Disaggregation of financial and operating data by service sector,

^Fielding, Gordon J., Managing Transit Strategically , pp. 64-65. The
seven performance indicators include: revenue vehicle hours per operating
expense, unlinked passenger trips per revenue vehicle hour, corrected
operating revenue per operating expense, total vehicle hours per total
employees, total vehicle miles per peak vehicle, total vehicle miles per
maintenance employee, and total vehicle miles per collision accident.
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or time of day, not only requires maintenance of more detailed data files; it

also requires that cost information usually maintained at the system level be

allocated to subservices . Monthly or quarterly analysis also requires that

accrual accounting systems be used to report financial data. While the

record-keeping and additional methodological issues increase the complexity of

the performance evaluation process, shared-ride systems need the type of data

that this evaluation provides. Therefore, a primary goal of this guide is to

assist shared-ride system staff in developing and implementing such an

evaluation scheme by providing easy- to -understand explanations and examples of

the recommended approach.

COLLECTION AND TABULATION OF DATA

After the overall goals and objectives of the shared- ride system have

been determined and the specific performance indicators are selected, the data

elements needed to calculate each indicator must be collected. Nearly all of

the data required to perform the performance analysis can be obtained from

basic financial and operating records normally maintained by a shared- ride

system. For example, except for accident and complaint statistics, all data

required to calculate the performance indicators listed earlier in this

chapter can be obtained from the driver's log and the system's financial

accounting system. Furthermore, the accident and complaint data can be

obtained through a simple record-keeping system that tabulates these events.

While the basic data for the performance evaluation can be obtained from

readily available sources, these data must be analyzed and aggregated before

they can be used to calculate the required measures. Before aggregating the

raw data into the performance indicators, the time period must be established

for the analysis and the operational level being considered. Typically, a

performance evaluation such as the one described in this guide covers a

12 -month period of operation so that annual financial and operating data are

required. While the manager may wish to calculate some indicators on a

monthly or quarterly basis to spot problems or to monitor how the system is

moving toward its 12 -month objectives, annual reporting of results is usually

sufficient for funding agencies and other external constituencies.

Furthermore, even with a good accrual accounting system that assigns costs and

revenues to the proper time period, wide variations in month- to -month cost,
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revenue, and performance could unnecessarily complicate the interpretation of

performance results. Therefore, the 12 -month performance period is

recommended.

The level of system detail to be included in the evaluation also must be

determined prior to data collection and tabulation. For example, as will be

demonstrated in the case study presented in chapter 7, an important use of the

performance framework described in this guide is the analysis of individual

service sectors or subcontractors within a shared-ride system. This type of

detailed analysis helps the manager identify services within the overall

operation that are unproductive and that need special attention. Also,

special analysis of the services provided by subcontractors can aid a manager

in monitoring the quality and performance of shared-ride services provided by

these outside vendors.

One common pitfall that should be avoided when collecting and tabulating

financial and operating data is inconsistency of the data with respect to time

period or level of aggregation. For example, annual ridership figures should

not be divided into a one -month sample of vehicle hours to calculate the

rides -per-vehicle -hour productivity measure. Such an error often occurs when

a data element such as vehicle hours or trip length is not available for the

entire year, so that only a sample measure of the data is available. This

sample data may be used; however, adjustments to the data would be required to

allow for proper calculation and interpretation of the resulting measures.

A similar inconsistency error is also possible in the analysis of a

specific service sector. Here the common error is to compare data, such as

ridership for a particular portion of the service area, with costs or other

performance data for the entire system. Obviously, the resulting calculation

is meaningless. Recommendations for addressing these data collection and

tabulation issues are presented in chapter 3.
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF INDICATORS

Though most of the time required to conduct a performance evaluation will

be spent collecting and organizing the required data, this step, analyzing and

interpreting the indicators, is the most important one. In each case, the

indicator must be analyzed to determine if the system's performance is

satisfactory relative to the goals set for the system, or with respect to an

external norm. One or more of the following three approaches may be employed

to analyze the results. All three may be used as part of a system's

evaluation and reporting procedure.

The first and most common method of analysis is to compare similar

statistics for the system over time. Time-series analysis for a single system

allows a manager (or external evaluators such as funding agencies or governing

boards) to see how a system is progressing toward the system's own goals and

whether its performance is improving or deteriorating over time. Some systems

set annual goals at the beginning of a year so that the year -end performance

evaluation includes a comparison of how the system performed relative to the

established goals. For example, if in the prior year, a shared-ride system

achieved a productivity of 2.5 one-way passenger trips per vehicle hour, then

the system's goal for the next year might be set at 2.7 one-way passenger

trips per vehicle hour to increase overall efficiency. Even if specific goals

are not set (e.g., the 2.7 goal), a time-series analysis of the system will

allow the manager and others to identify areas of performance that need

improvement and allow for an overall assessment of the system's condition.

A second way to interpret performance indicators is to compare the value

obtained for a particular system to that of other, peer systems. Peer systems

would include those shared- ride systems that are comparable in key aspects

such as size, operating environment (e.g., urban, suburban, rural), and type

of operation (e.g., contracted, directly provided). Another operational

characteristic that must be considered when selecting peers for valid

comparison are the characteristics of the riders and the type of service

provided. For example, a shared-ride system that primarily transports

ambulatory senior citizens to senior centers in a many-to-one operating mode

will display significantly different performance characteristics than a system

that transports disabled persons in wheel chairs to medical facilities in a
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many- to -many mode of operation. Also, for financial indicators, it is

important to compare cost data for the same period or to use cost indices to

adjust data from different years.

The third approach that may be used to analyze performance indicators

involves comparing a particular statistic for the individual system to an

industry norm or standard. However, few such norms exist unless there are

funding agency- imposed minimum standards. Some states may require, for

example, a certain minimum cost recovery, or, as in the case of Pennsylvania

State lottery- funded shared- ride program, a maximum cost per passenger trip.

Certainly if such norms or standards exist, the performance analysis must

acknowledge them.

In practice, a complete shared- ride performance evaluation will include

all three types of comparisons, with the time-series presentation of results

being the most common and achievable for all indicators. Peer group

comparisons will likely be possible for some indicators, but may not be

possible or appropriate for others, such as safety or customer satisfaction

measures where data is not collected or reported in the same way for a group

of peer systems. Finally, the comparison of performance measures against

norms or standards will be very limited since few such norms exist.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Effective presentation of the results of a performance evaluation is an

integral part of the evaluation process because it not only helps the manage

to interpret the results (the previous step), but it also allows the manager

to cogently conununicate the results to outside constituencies. Graphical

presentations are often the most effective way to accomplish both objectives

While modern microcomputer hardware and software (spreadsheet and business

graphics programs) allow for cost-effective production of professional

graphics and can greatly speed the analysis and presentation of evaluation

results, the techniques described in this guide can also be effectively

implemented manually. The case study example presented in chapter 7

demonstrates several graphical formats for presenting performance results.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS AND MONITORING OF RESULTS

The final and most important step in the evaluation process is the

corrective actions that will be taken by the manager and/or policy board to

increase the efficiency or effectiveness of the shared- ride system. This step

is certainly the most challenging and creative part of the process, but it

also may require difficult choices regarding the level of service offered or

the resources used to provide the service. Common problems and possible

corrective actions for shared- ride paratransit systems are described in

chapter 6 and illustrated in the case study described in chapter 7.

Once the corrective actions are implemented, the evaluation cycle begins

again with a review of the goals, indicators, and data collection. Then,

during the next review cycle, the results of the previously implemented

corrective actions are evaluated using the next period's performance results,

and additional corrective actions can be taken as needed.
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3. DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

Collecting and tabulating the operating and financial data required to

calculate performance ratios is the most time'-consuming performance

evaluation^related task. However, this task need not be difficult if the

record'-keeping system is planned so that it produces the necessary

information. While many shared-ride systems now use computers to maintain

service records and prepare driver logs, the evaluation framework described in

this guide does not require such an automated system to produce the necessary

data. A comprehensive, accurate manual system can also yield the necessary

statistics. Nevertheless, advanced planning is required to ensure that the

basic records of the shared-ride system (e.g., the driver log, the monthly

finance report, the complaint log, accident files) are designed to capture the

needed statistics at the level of detail required.

This chapter describes how the required data elements can be collected

and applied to the sharedr-ride paratransit evaluation described in chapter 2.

Table 1 lists the performance indicators to be calculated, the data elements

required to calculate them, and the source used to obtain each element.

Certainly the list of indicators presented in table 1 is not exhaustive, and

the manager of a shared- ride paratransit system may wish to modify this list

to reflect the goals and objectives of the individual system. Nevertheless,

the basic data collection and tabulation procedures described in this and the

following chapters will illustrate the key issues associated with data

collection.

As shown in table 1, the two primary sources for the 13 data elements

used to calculate the 10 indicators are the driver log that records the daily

activity of each shared-ride vehicle, and the system's financial records-

-

primarily the monthly income statement, which summarizes the system's revenue

and expenses. The following section describes how the daily driver log can be

used to collect most of the operating data required for the performance

analysis. Because the expense and revenue statistics required for the

performance evaluation often require special treatment, especially if expenses

and revenues are to be assigned to specific vehicles or types of service, a

separate chapter is devoted to tabulation of the financial data.
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Four data elements used in the performance evaluation are not derived

from financial records or the driver log. These items- -avoidable accidents,

service-related complaints, paid driver hours, and senior citizen

population- -must be tabulated from other records. The six data elements

derived from the driver log are discussed in the following section along with

a brief discussion of the accident, complaint, population, and paid'-driver

information required. The three data items derived from the financial reports

are discussed in the next chapter.

DATA ELEMENTS DERIVED FROM THE DRIVER LOG

The driver log, used by the sharedi-ride vehicle driver to record daily

trip activity, provides the raw data for 6 of the 13 data elements required

for the proposed evaluation framework. While the information contained on the

driver log varies widely among shared-ride systems due to differences in

funding agency data requirements and operating procedures, the driver log

shown in figure 2 is typical of those used by specialized shared- ride

providers

.

Typically, a driver is given a daily log that already lists the trips

scheduled for the day, including the scheduled pick-up time, the person's name

and the address of the trip origin, and the trip destination. Once the

transportation is provided, the driver completes the log by entering times and

odometer readings for the pick up and delivery of each passenger. In

addition, the driver completes the information at the top of the log that

describes the vehicle and driver's activity for the entire day. One common

variation to the procedure described above occurs when taxis are used to

provide shared-ride service and trip requests are radio -dispatched to drivers

rather than provided in advance for the entire day. In this situation, all

information is recorded by the driver as the trips are provided. In either

case, however, information such as that contained on the sample driver log

shown in figure 2 is required for the performance evaluation; therefore, a

shared- ride system that does not presently record this information must modify

its data collection procedures to obtain these data. To help determine if a

driver log in its current form provides the required information, each of the

data elements listed on the log are defined in table 2.
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Table 2. Explanation of driver log entries.

Item Explanation

1 Carrier Name

2 Date

3 Log Number

4 Vehicle ID

5 Driver Name

6 Ending Odometer
Reading

7 Beginning Odometer
Reading

8 Total Vehicle Miles

9 Starting Time

10 Ending Time

11 Total Time

12 Trip ID

13 Sched. Pick Up Time

14 Name of Passenger

TRIP CIASS

Name of service provider.

The date that the trips listed on the log were made

Any unique number that can be used to identify log
sheet during the tabulation of data.

A letter, number, or other unique identification.

Enter the driver's name. If log stays with the
vehicle rather than with the driver, and a vehicle has
more than one driver in a given day, list all drivers.

The odometer reading of the vehicle once it is parked
for the day.

The odometer reading of the vehicle at the start of
the day.

Difference of the ending odometer reading (6) and the
beginning odometer reading (7)

.

The time, to the nearest five minutes, when the
vehicle is first available to provide service.

The time when the vehicle is removed from service.

The total driver hours for the vehicle by determined
by calculating the difference between the starting
time (9) and ending times (10).

An identifier for each trip.

The time that the trip was scheduled to be made

The last name and at least the first initial of the
rider

Items 15, 16, 17 allow the shared-ride provider to

categorize trips by purpose or characteristic of the
rider. The categories listed are typical of the types
of designations used but may be modified to a

particular system's needs.
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Table 2. Explanation of driver log entries (continued).

Item Explanation

15 65+ Check to identify trips made by persons 65 years or
older.

16 NAM Check to identify trips made by nonambulatory persons.

17 PURP Enter code for type of trip, e.g. M for medical, S for
shopping, etc.

18 Origin Origin of the trip.

19 Destination Destination of the trip.

20 Odometer Reading ON Odometer reading when the passenger boards the
vehicle

.

21 Odometer Reading
OFF

Odometer reading when the passenger gets off the
vehicle.

23 Time ON The time when the passenger gets on the vehicle to the
nearest 5 minutes.

24 Time OFF The time when the passenger gets off the vehicle to

the nearest 5 minutes.

25 Total Fare The total fare due for the trip.

26 Fare Col. From
Psgr.

The fare collected from the passenger.

27 Grids/Zones The number of grids or zones charged (if applicable).

The next section defines each of the driver log-derived data elements

and describes how each can be tabulated using information from the driver

logs.
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DEFINITIONS AND TABULATION METHODS FOR DRIVER LOG-BASED DATA ELEMENTS

Vehicle Hours

Definition : Total time during which a shared- ride vehicle is available

to provide service. Lunch breaks, pretrip inspection time, and scheduled or

unscheduled maintenance periods are not included as part of the vehicle -hour

statistic since the vehicle is not available for service.

Method of Tabulation . Total vehicle hours can be calculated for the

overall shared- ride system by summing the number of vehicle hours of service

provided by each vehicle each day. Data element (12) on the driver log

provides this information for each vehicle each day.

Vehicle hours for specific vehicles or groups of vehicles can be

tabulated by totalling individual vehicle hours for the desired vehicles.

However, if a specific vehicle provides two or more types of service during

the day, a more detailed tabulation method is needed to determine the total

vehicle hours required to provide a particular service. For example, in

Pennsylvania, taxi operators commonly provide shared- ride as well as

exclusive-ride taxi service using the same vehicle and driver. Therefore, to

determine the number of vehicle hours devoted to shared-ride service, the time

spent on the two types of service must be separated.

If a vehicle is used a portion of the day for one type of service, and

then at other times for other services, vehicle hours can be determined by

totalling the hours spent in each type of service. However, if shared- ride

and other types of trips are intermixed throughout the day, this method will

be cumbersome

.

One approach used by Pennsylvania operators faced with this problem has

been to prorate the vehicle hours devoted to each type of service based on the

number of live hours associated with each service. For example, if 30 percent

of the live hours (time when passengers are being transported) are associated

with shared-ride service, then shared-ride vehicle hours for that vehicle are

assumed to be 30 percent of the total. So, if a vehicle is available for 10

hours of service on a particular day, and if 30 percent of the live hours
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derive from shared- ride service, then 3 vehicle hours of service (10 hours x

30 percent) are assumed to be provided. This calculation is based on the

reasonable assumption that the amount of dead time (time when no passengers

are on board) is proportionately the same for both the shared- ride and non-

shared-ride service.

Live Hours

Definition : The amount of time vehicles are in use providing shared-

ride service when passengers are on the vehicle. Dead time --the difference

between total vehicle hours and live time- -includes both the time that the

vehicle spends enroute between trips, and unproductive time when no trips are

requested. This measure is an indicator of dispatcher effectiveness and also

gauges how well a system matches its services (vehicle hours) to the demand

for the service. The goal of a shared- ride" system is to maximize the amount

of live time that vehicles and drivers are in service.

Method of Tabulation . Total live hours of service for a shared- ride

system are tabulated from a detailed analysis of the driver log. The simplest

way to calculate this measure is to examine the driver log to determine the

amount of time the driver is not transporting persons (dead time) and subtract

it from the total vehicle hours that the vehicle was in service that day. The

dead time is determined by scanning the starting and ending times on the

driver log to determine when the vehicle did not have passengers on board and

noting the nximber of minutes without passengers in the margin along the edge

of the log. The total live time can then be derived by totalling the number

of dead minutes
,
dividing this number by 60 to determine dead hours , and then

subtracting this result from the total vehicle hours listed at the top of the

log.

One common error that should be avoided when calculating this measure is

double counting of live time when more than one person is on the vehicle.

This error results from calculating live time by summing the total riding time

of all passengers rather than just the total amount of the day that the

vehicle was transporting passengers. For example, if four persons were on a

vehicle from 9:00 am until 9:20 am, the total amount of live time would be 20

minutes. The incorrect calculation would result in 80 minutes (4 passengers x
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20 minutes) being tabulated as live time. The 80 minutes, which represents

the number of passenger minutes of service provided, may be a desired

performance indicator, but it is not the one used in this analysis.

Total One -Way Passenger Trips

Definition : The total number of individual rides provided to

individuals where each separately scheduled segment of a ride constitutes a

one-way passenger trip. For example, if a passenger rides from home to a

doctor's appointment, from the doctor's appointment to a shopping center, and

then home, a total of three one-way passenger trips have been provided.

Similarly, if 15 senior citizens are transported to and from a senior

nutrition program, 30 one-way passenger trips of service have been provided.

Method of Tabulation . Total one-way passenger trips is a very simple

statistic to tabulate once the basic definition of the measure is established.

Assuming that each entry on the driver log represents an individual one way

trip, total one-way trips can be tabulated by summing the number of entries on

each log.

Though total ridership as measured by one-way passenger trips is the

performance measure used in this evaluation, most shared- ride systems will

want to maintain more detailed ridership records that indicate the number of

one-way trips provided to different categories of riders or for different trip

purposes. These more detailed statistics may be required by funding agencies

or may be used by the shared- ride system to describe the benefits derived from

the transportation program. For example, systems commonly tabulate the number

of elderly, disabled, low- income, or other target population riders that they

serve. The trip classification fields on the driver log allow for this

recording of subcategories of ridership.

Senior Citizen One-Way Trips

Definition : The number of one-way passenger trips provided to persons

65 years or older. Because a goal of most shared-ride paratransit systems is

to provide mobility to the elderly population, this particular subcategory of

ridership is specifically identified and reported. However, a system's
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effectiveness in serving other target populations may also be measured by

adding or substituting other measures such as the number of low- income one-

way passenger trips provided, or the number of non- ambulatory one-way trips

provided.

Method of Tabulation . The number of one-way passenger trips provided to

senior citizens or other specified subgroups can easily be calculated if

riders are identified as belonging to the category being studied. The trip

classification fields on the driver log allow for this categorization. Total

senior citizen one-way passenger trips can be tabulated by totalling from the

driver log the number of trips by this category of rider.

On-Time Pickups

Definition : The number of one-way passenger trips where the actual

pick-up time is within the tolerance desired from the requested pick-up time.

For example, if the shared-ride system established that on-time was within

plus or minus 15 minutes, then a trip would be considered on time if the

driver arrived for the pick up within the time period 15 minutes before or

after the requested time.

Method of Tabulation . The total number of on- time trips is determined

by comparing the scheduled and actual pick-up times on the driver log.

Because of the time required for this examination and tabulation, one might

elect to sample this measure by randomly selecting a day's or a week's set of

driver logs (depending on the size of the system) for analysis of this

measure. The performance measure that uses this data element, the percentage

of on- time trips, requires two statistics, the number of on- time trips and the

number of total trips. Therefore, in sampling this statistic, be sure to also

determine the total number of one-way trips provided during the sample period

so that the percentage statistic can be calculated correctly.

Vehicle Miles

Definition : The miles operated by vehicles are measured by the vehicle

odometer. The statistic includes miles operated with and without passengers.
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Method of Calculation . Total vehicle miles can be determined in one of

two ways. First, vehicle odometer readings at the end of each reporting

period can be used to calculate vehicle miles. Second, the number of vehicle

miles listed on each driver log can be summed. The second way is preferred

since it may be a more accurate measure of vehicle miles of shared- ride

service, especially if the vehicles are also used for other purposes and if

these miles would be included if the periodic odometer readings were used to

tabulate this measure.

If during a given day a vehicle is used to provide services other than

shared-ride, and the exclusion of mileage resulting from these other services

is desired for analysis, then a procedure similar to the one described above

for vehicle hours must be followed to prorate the total daily miles among the

various services provided by the vehicle. In the case of vehicle miles, this

method requires that total vehicle miles be apportioned in a ratio equal to

the proportion of live miles (miles with passengers on board) provided for

each type of service. As with the vehicle hour estimate, this method of using

live miles to apportion total miles assumes that dead miles (miles driven

without passengers on board) are in proportion to live miles for all

categories of vehicle use.

MISCELLANEOUS DATA ELEMENTS

In addition to the six driver log-based data elements described above

and the three financial data elements considered in the next chapter, the

proposed performance evaluation framework requires four data elements derived

from other system records. Definitions and tabulations for these measures

(paid driver hours, avoidable accidents, service-related complaints, and

senior citizen service area population) are presented below.

Paid Driver Hours

Definition : The time for which compensation is paid to drivers to

operate vehicles in shared-ride service. For operations using commissioned

drivers (e.g., taxi operators), paid driver hours may equal live hours. Paid

driver hours will usually exceed vehicle hours due to pretrip inspection time.
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paid meal breaks, vacations, and so forth, which result in drivers being paid

for time when service is not available.

Method of Tabulation . Paid driver hour data may be obtained from one of

two sources. If drivers only provide shared-ride service, or if it is easy to

segregate driver hours paid for shared-ride service, payroll records will

provide an accurate source for this data element. However, if drivers provide

shared-ride service along with other services, and it is not possible to

easily document the number of hours spent providing each type of service, then

a method of estimating paid driver hours based on live time will be required.

Again, as recommended in the section describing the tabulation of vehicle

hours, when several services are provided by the same driver, the best way to

allocate paid driver hours is to assign them to each service based on the

proportion of live hours devoted to that service.

As defined for this evaluation, paid driver hours are those for which

the vehicle operator is compensated. If all operators are paid drivers, then

this measure will truly reflect the productivity of the shared- ride service.

However, if volunteer drivers are used, as is the case for many specialized

shared-ride providers, special care must be taken in calculating the

perfonnance measures that use the paid driver statistic. Perhaps the simplest

way to accommodate volunteer drivers is to modify the definition of "paid

driver hours" to include the volunteer time. Doing so will allow valid

calculations of one-way trips per hour and live time to paid driver hours.

Alternatively, the trips provided by the volunteers and the live time involved

in providing these trips should be excluded from the totals for these

measures. If the live time and passenger trips provided by volunteers are not

excluded, and total trips and live time ar divided by only the paid driver

hours , the actual amount of time required to provide the transportation will

be understated, thus distorting the values of the performance indicators.

Avoidable Accidents

Definition : All passenger or collision- type accidents involving revenue

vehicles, whether in service or on system property, that, as determined by the

system manager, police, and other investigators, resulted from infractions of
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either motor vehicle law or system policy by the transportation system's

operator

.

Method of Tabulation . The number of avoidable accidents can be

tabulated by simply keeping a count of all such occurrences. The most

difficult aspect of this performance measure is not its tabulation. Often the

determination of whether an accident was avoidable will be difficult. Such a

determination is often important not because the number will be used in a

performance indicator, but rather, because employee discipline or other action

may be involved. If the police report does not assign fault, or if other

circumstances do not present easy identification of the cause of the accident,

it may be necessary to seek third-party interpretation of the results.

Because shared-ride systems may define "avoidable" in different ways,

care must be taken when making cross -system comparisons of this indicator.

Once peer systems are selected for this measure, the system manager should be

contacted regarding this definition to ensure that comparable data are

evaluated.

Service-Related Complaints

Definition : The number of concerns expressed by riders and nonriders

above adverse operating practices and/or equipment. Service -related

complaints are distinguished from policy-related complaints in that policy

complaints (such as inadequate service hours or service area, or too high a

fare) are related to actions taken by funding agencies or policy boards and

are not directly within the control of the system manager. Ideally, a shared-

ride system should track both types of complaints; however, the quality of

service can best be monitored by the more narrowly defined service -related

complaint measure.

Method of Tabulation . Again, as for the case of the accident data, the

key to obtaining service -related complaint data is to clearly define the

meaning of the measure and then set up a system to log and count the number of

complaints. A shared- ride system should maintain a written record of all

telephone, driver-relayed, and written complaints that not only records the
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complaint, but also indicates the follow-up action taken by the system

management

.

Senior Citizen Service Area Population

Definition : The number of persons age 65 or older living within the

shared-ride system service area. Senior citizen population is just one of

several target population statistics that might be used. If a primary goal of

the shared-ride system is to serve low- income residents, a measure such as

number of one-way trips by low- income persons per low- income population in the

service area could also be calculated.

Method of Tabulation . Senior citizen population data can be derived

from U.S. Census data since shared-ride systieras are demand-responsive and

usually define their service areas in terms of discrete political

subdivisions. Even if the service area boundaries do not follow municipal or

county boundaries, census track data can be used to estimate the target

population within a service area.

In addition to the 10 data elements described in this chapter that are

derived from the driver logs, other system records, and census data, 3 very

important financial data elements must also be obtained to conduct the

proposed performance evaluation. These measures, total operating expense,

administrative expense, and total revenue, are discussed in the next chapter.
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4. COSTING PROCEDURES

Four of the performance indicators discussed in this report- -operating

expense per vehicle hour, operating expense per one-way passenger trip,

administrative expense as a percentage of total expense, and revenue per one-

way passenger mile- -require accurate financial information for the shared-

ride operation. Furthermore, a complete performance evaluation requires

revenue and expense estimates not only for the shared-ride system as a whole,

but also for the individual service components that are being analyzed. For

example, to perform a comprehensive diagnosis of a system's operating

problems, the shared-ride manager needs a separate analysis of each service

sector or type of service within the operation to determine if one part of the

operation is dragging down the performance of the whole system. The costing

issues that must be considered before applying the performance evaluation

methodology described in this guide involve two primary topics: cost

determination and cost allocation.

COST DETERMINATION

Cost determination, as considered here, is the process of identifying the

total cost of providing the shared- ride service. The goal of this process is

to produce a statement of the revenue and expenses for the shared- ride service

for a particular period. The basic source of information for this cost

determination is the accrual accounting system that will result in a listing

of expenses such as that shown in table 3. Though the example expense listing

in table 3 is for a 12 -month period, performance evaluations also use monthly,

quarterly, or semiannual information.

The accrual accounting system, as contrasted to a cash accounting system,

records revenue and expenses when they are due or incurred, rather than

received or paid. An accurate performance evaluation requires that the

accrual system be used so that revenue and expenses can be properly associated

with the services provided and consumed. For example, if the accrual system

is not used, an annual vehicle insurance bill paid in one month will overstate

expenses and the related financial performance measures for the month when the
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Table 3. Sample chart of accounts used for cost allocation.

Expense Object Class Annual Expense

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSE

y X 7 ^

I. UXZ lie ^ X , 7 V-/ V
AS

J. X J. C O d.ilU' X Li.L/C A u

VCLiXLfXC Xil^LlX dil^ C? J -/

VCliXL^'XC i_*cctoc

X UX v.. i iCk. O CU XXa.iloL'^X C'O.U'X^Ii V7v

Other 3 460
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION EXPENSE $379 760

MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
Mechanic Wages & Salaries $23 000
Mechanic Fringe Benefits 4 830
Materials and. Surmliee; 14 600
OL'ilL.X aL« L>CLi ilaX 11 L.C lldllO C 0\J\}

X X X X u y xxciiccLx u

Utilities 4 000
Contracted Services 8 900
Other 3 350

TOTAL MAINTENANCE EXPENSE $91 480

CALL TAKING AND DISPATCHING EXPENSE
Disnatcher Uapes & Salaries $31 500

6 500
Tel enlinTiP FvnpnQpQ 5 600
CoTTi'niit'PT" Fvnpn^p

^

V-^ \y 111 LJ \-A. X. L/C 1 w O 4 200
Rent 3 600
Other 5 400

TOTAL CALL TAKING AND DISPATCHING FXPENSE $57 800

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE
Administrative Salaries $69 500

Administrative Fringe Benefits 15 500
Materials and Supplies 4 500
Nonvehicle Insurance 2 200
Professional Services 6 500
Travel 3 000
Office Rental 6 000

Utilities 3 600

Equipment Rental/Service 5 400
Other 3 300

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE $119 500

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE $648 540

TOTAL VEHICLES 14

TOTAL VEHICLE MILES 399 000

TOTAL VEHICLE HOURS 28 500
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bill is paid. Likewise , counting revenue in the period when it is received,

rather that when it is earned, will improperly represent the true revenue per

passenger, or overall cost recovery of the system.

In addition to the operating revenue and expense data provided by the

accrual accounting system, the shared-ride system manager may, depending upon

the purpose of the evaluation, need to make adjustments to the expense data.

The need for such adjustments often arises when the evaluation involves

comparing the performance of a privately-operated shared-ride system with that

of a nonprofit or public agency-operated system. For this type of comparison,

in addition to basic operating expenses, special treatment of costs may be

required for costs incurred by the private operator but not by the public on

nonprofit agency such as depreciation, profit, and certain taxes.

Because proper treatment of these cost differences is essential to a fair

comparison of public versus private transit operations, the Urban Mass

Transportation Administration (UMTA) has sponsored several studies of the

issues and published a number of reports and guides that explain how to

properly determine these expenses . Fully Allocated Cost Analysis: Guidelines

for Public Transit Providers .^ a report prepared by Price Waterhouse
,
provides

detailed information on how to construct fair and accurate cost comparisons of

private and public transit services. The Price Waterhouse report describes

how the three -variable unit cost model (described in chapter 4 of this report)

can be used to estimate total expenses, and it also explains the adjustments

that must be made to compensate for differences between the public and private

sectors. For those persons interested in using a microcomputer model to

estimate total as well as subservice costs, the UMTA- sponsored Public Private

Transportation Network (PPTN) has prepared and distributed a cost allocation

model^ that can be used for either fixed-route or paratransit operations. The

^Fullv Allocated Cost Analysis: Guidelines for Public Transit Providers .

Prepared by Price Waterhouse for the Urban Mass Transportation Administration,
April 1987.

^"Cost Allocation Model: A Microcomputer Software for Transit Service
Costing," The Comsis Corporation, February 1988.
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private-sector comparison principles proposed in the Price Waterhouse study

are incorporated into the PPTN model. Because the cost determination and cost

allocation methods described in the next section of this report are consistent

with those presented in these manuals, they are only summarized here and

presented in the context of the needs of the shared-ride performance

evaluation process. The reader is referred to the other resources for more

detailed information on cost allocation and determination of private versus

public sector costs.

COST ALLOCATION

Nearly all performance evaluation studies require that total operating

expenses such as those listed in table 3 be allocated so that the cost of

providing a particular type of service can be determined. The cost

allocation process involves distributing each cost element among the service

components. For example, to determine the cost of operating a particular

vehicle or group of vehicles in a particular service sector, total operating

costs must be apportioned among all vehicles and/or services. Individual

vehicle or service cost estimates are useful not only to evaluate the

operating and financial performance of the service component, but also, such

disaggregation of expenses is necessary to evaluate the desirability of

private versus public provision of service.

The most common method of allocating operating expenses incurred by

shared-ride transit systems, and the one recommended here, is called the

three -variable unit cost model. The unit cost model assigns actual operating

costs experienced by a system to each subservice (vehicle, route, service

area, etc.) based on three service variables: vehicle hours, vehicle miles,

and vehicles. The underlying assumption behind the allocation model is that

the cost of operating a shared-ride transit system is directly related to the

number of vehicle hours of service provided, the number of miles traveled, and

the number of vehicles required to provide the service. Therefore, the

expense of providing service in a specific service sector can be determined by
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apportioning total expenses of the organization in proportion to the number of

vehicle hours, miles, and vehicles required to provide the particular service.

The model can be described as follows:

Annual Total Expense - (Vehicle Hour-Related Expenses x Vehicle Hours) +

(Vehicle Mile-Related Expenses x Vehicle Miles) + (1)

(Fixed Expenses/Vehicle x Vehicles)

This cost expression can be used to represent the entire shared-ride operation

for the entire year, or it can be used to calculate the operating expenses for

a subservice and/or for a shorter time period.

The remainder of this section presents a simplified example that applies

the unit cost model to the data presented in table 3. A more detailed

explanation of the unit cost model and various refinements can be found in the

sources listed earlier in this chapter. Also, a recent report prepared for

the Maryland Department of Transportation^ provides a thorough explanation of

how to apply the unit cost model to demand- responsive transportation services.

The reader should consult this report for step-by-step instructions on

applying the unit cost model to a variety of situations faced by demand-

responsive operators.

The unit cost model is applied by completing three steps. The first,

assembly of the data, has already been accomplished by the effort required to

produce the line- item expense data shown in table 3. Also, table 3 lists the

operating data required in addition to the financial data. To apply the

model, total vehicle miles, vehicle hours, and vehicles must be known. Also,

the quantity of these variables associated with subservice components must

also be known. For example, for the sample data shown in table 3, the shared-

ride system operated 14 vehicles a total of 28,500 vehicle hours and 399,000

^ Cost Analysis Methodology for Demand -Responsive Service . Prepared for the

Maryland Department of Transportation Mass Transit Administration by Corns is

Corporation, October 1988.
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vehicle miles. This operating data can be obtained using the procedures

described in chapter 3. The most important factors to remember concerning

this first step are that the expense data and the operating data must

represent the same service and for the same time period. That is, the

operating expense listing should include all of the costs associated with

operating the 14 vehicles for the number of miles and hours listed for the

period included with these statistics.

Once the financial and operating data have been assembled, the second

step required to apply the unit cost model is the assignment of each expense

line item to one of the unit cost variables (vehicle hours, vehicle miles, or

number of vehicles) . The line items are assigned to the unit cost variables

based upon the service variable that most closely controls or determines the

expenses for the line item. For example, driver salaries, wages, and fringe

benefit expenses are most closely related to the number of vehicle hours of

service provided. Likewise, fuel, maintenance, and tire expenses are most

closely linked to the number of miles operated. Finally, many costs,

including most administrative expenses, are fixed, and therefore are

arbitrarily allocated based on the number of vehicles associated with a

service. (An alternative approach to assigning fixed costs is discussed later

in this section.) Table 4 presents a suggested assignment of the line items

to the unit cost variables.

The third step is calculation of the average unit costs and application

of the model to subservice cost estimations. Unit costs are calculated by

summing the expense items assigned to each of the three cost variables and

then dividing the total expenses for each category by the service variable.

For example, the total cost due to driver hours is $288,260, and the number of

vehicle hours is 28,500 so that the vehicle hour-related expense is $10.11

($288,260/28,500). Table 5 lists the expense data by category and shows the

calculation of each unit cost.

Applying these unit costs to the annual cost model results in the

following equation, which can be used to estimate the cost associated with

each portion of the sample system's operation.
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Table 4. Recommended expense assignment for three -variable cost model.

Assignment Variable
Expense Object Class Vehicle Hours Vehicle Miles Vehicles

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSE

Driver Wages & Salaries
Driver Fringe Benefits
Fuel and Oil
Tires and Tubes
Vehicle Insurance
Vehicle Lease
Purchased Transportation
Other

MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
Mechanic Wages & Salaries
Mechanic Fringe Benefits
Materials and Supplies
Contracted Maintenance
Facility Rental
Utilities
Contracted Services
Other

CALL TAKING AND DISPATCHING EXPENSE
Dispatcher Wages & Salaries
Dispatcher Fringe Benefits
Telephone Expenses
Computer Expenses
Rent
Other

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE
Administrative Salaries
Administrative Fringe Benefits
Materials and Supplies
Nonvehicle Insurance
Professional Services
Travel
Office Rental
Utilities
Equipment Rental/Service
Other

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 5. Unit cost calculation for sample data.

Expense Object Class Vehicle Hour Vehicle Mile Vehicle
Expenses Expenses Expenses

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSE
Driver Wages & Salaries
Driver Fringe Benefits
Fuel and Oil
Tires and Tubes
Vehicle Insurance
Vehicle Lease
Purchased Transportation
Other

MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
Mechanic Wages & Salaries
Mechanic Fringe Benefits
Materials and Supplies
Contracted Maintenance
Facility Rental
Utilities
Contracted Services
Other

CALL TAKING AND DISPATCHING EXPENSE
Dispatcher Wages & Salaries
Dispatcher Fringe Benefits
Telephone Expenses
Computer Expenses
Rent
Other

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE
Administrative Salaries
Administrative Fringe Benefits
Materials and Supplies
Nonvehicle Insurance
Professional Services
Travel
Office Rental
Utilities
Equipment Rental/Service
Other

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE

TOTAL VEHICLES
TOTAL VEHICLE MILES
TOTAL VEHICLE HOURS

VEHICLE COST FACTOR
VEHICLE MILE COST FACTOR
VEHICLE HOUR COST FACTOR

$195,000
$42,900

$45,500
$6,500

$39,500
$0

$46,900
$3,460

$23,000
$4,830

$14,600
$26,800

$6,000
$4,000
$8,900
$3,350

$31,500
$6,500
$6,600
$4,200
$3,600
$5,400

$69,500
$15,500
$4,500
$2,200
$6,500
$3,000
$6,000
$3,600
$5,400
$3.300

$288,260 $121,230 $239,050

14

399,000
28,500

$17,075
$.30

$10.11
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Annual Total Expense - ($10.11 x Vehicle Hours) + ($.30 x Vehicle Miles)

+ ($17,075 X Vehicles) (2)

The cost of providing a particular service is estimated by substituting

the number of miles, hours, and vehicles associated with the service and then

calculating the resulting cost. For example, if the shared-ride service in a

particular community within the overall system's service area requires 3

vehicles to provide it, and these 3 vehicles travel 90,000 miles in 6,000

hours, then the cost of this community's service would be:

Cost for Community Service - $10.11 x 6,000 + $.30 x 90,000 + $17,075 x 3

$138,885 - $60,660 + $27,000 + $51,225 (3)

This expense estimate would then be used to calculate the financial

performance indicators requiring the operating expense information.

While the three -variable unit cost model is the most widely used cost

allocation method, if the shared-ride performance evaluation proposed in this

report is to be used to evaluate a specific service sector of a shared- ride

operation, then a simpler version of the model may be appropriate. This

simpler, two-variable version includes only vehicle miles and vehicle hours

variables. To convert the three -variable model to the two-variable one, the

administrative and other expenses assigned to vehicles are transferred to the

vehicle -hour column so that, in the example shown in table 5, the total

vehicle -hours expenses would increase from $288,260 to $527,310. The hour-

related unit cost would then be $18.50 ($527,310/28,500). The cost

calculation for the community service example listed above would then be:

Cost for Community Service - $18.50 x 6,000 -i- $.30 x 90,000

$138,000 - $111,000 + $27,000 (4)

The resulting cost estimate is almost identical to that obtained with the

three -variable model. This result would be the usual case if each vehicle in

the fleet were used about the same number of hours a year so that the vehicle

hours and number of vehicles are proportional to each other.
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The two-variable model is likely to be more useful in shared- ride cost

estimation since two or more of the subservices being evaluated will be

provided by the same vehicles; in this case, the vehicle expenses will have to

be prorated. For example, if a shared- ride system provides transportation to

a sheltered workshop or senior center during the morning and afternoon peak

periods, and also provides general public shopping transportation during the

midday, the purpose of the evaluation may be to analyze the performance of

each of these two types of service. The vehicle-hour and mile costs can be

directly assigned to each service; however, the fixed vehicle costs will have

to be prorated between the two types of service, because the cost model

requires that the large fixed cost be assigned to a whole vehicle. One way to

prorate these expenses is to divide them between the two services in

proportion to the number of hours the vehicle spends providing each service

.

If this technique is used, then the three -variable method becomes a two-

variable one, so that the simpler, two -variable method could be more

efficiently used in the first instance. Obviously, either method will produce

satisfactory results; however, the two-variable model may be easier to

calculate and apply.

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

The performance evaluation framework presented in figure 1 includes the

administrative expense/total expense indicator. This indicator is included to

gauge the efficiency of the shared-ride system's administrative operation.

The goal of the system manager is to minimize this expense category consistent

with providing quality supervision and overall management. While this

performance indicator is very useful for tracking this efficiency level, wide

differences in the expense items included in the administrative expense

category make it difficult to compare this indicator across systems unless the

same definitions are used. Since funding agencies often require uniform

expense item definitions for their programs, shared-ride systems may be able

to compare performance on this indicator among systems reporting to the same

agency.

The expense items listed under the administrative expense category are

tjrpical of those found in most charts of accounts; however, separation of call
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taking and dispatching expenses, as shown in table 4, is not usual. This

separation is proposed to exclude the operating expenses associated with a

shared- ride system scheduling demand- responsive rides from the general

administrative expenses that are not directly related to vehicle and passenger

operations . Separating these expenses provides a truer picture of the actual

"overhead" administrative expenses, and it allows these costs to be identified

when evaluating subcontracting options that involve centralized or

decentralized dispatching. For example, a shared- ride system may wish to

evaluate the option of contracting for transportation services while retaining

the responsibility for call taking and trip dispatching. By separately

identifying these expenses, the analyst is better able to evaluate this

option.

OPERATING REVENUE STATISTICS

The performance framework presented in figure 1 also requires passenger

revenue data to calculate average fares (revenue/one-way passenger trip) . The

shared- ride system manager can also use revenue information to track the cost

recovery of the system as a whole or for subservices. The basic accounting

system described earlier in this chapter should provide total revenue data for

the entire system; however, many systems may not track revenue by service

sector or vehicle. If the accounting system does not allow revenue to be

tabulated by subservice, either the system can be revised to collect this

information, or certain assumptions can be made to provide a workable estimate

for the performance evaluation process.

If a shared-ride system charges a single, uniform fare, then the revenue

associated with each subservice can easily be calculated assuming that total

one-way trips for each service is recorded. However, if a complex fare

structure is used, or if the system has no fare structure, but rather, bases

charges to riders on costs (such as is often the case when contracting with

human service agencies), an alternate, less accurate method must be used. The

simplest way to estimate revenue in this case is to calculate a system-wide

average revenue per passenger and multiply that result by the number of trips

.

Since this method may not be accurate if fares charged for various services
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vary widely, every effort should be made to track revenue by service type so

that accurate performance measures can be calculated.

SUMMARY

This chapter has described procedures that can be used to obtain the data

needed to calculate the proposed financial performance indicators. At a

minimum, these financial indicators require total operating expense,

administrative expense, and revenue data for the entire shared-ride system.

Because in most cases the performance analysis also will consider the

efficiency and effectiveness of subservices such as service sectors, service

type, or individual vehicles, cost allocation techniques are also required to

determine the costs of these activities. The two and three -variable unit cost

model has been proposed to provide this disaggregate information.

The next step in the performance evaluation process is the combination of

the financial data with the other performance data and presentation of the

results of the analysis. Procedures that can be used for this task are

described in the next chapter.
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5. REPORTING OF RESULTS

Once the financial and operating data have been collected, and the

results compiled, the next step in the performance evaluation process is

calculation of the values of the performance indicators, and interpretation

and reporting of the results. This chapter describes three ways to interpret

the results of the proposed performance evaluation framework: 1) comparison

of system results to norms or standards, 2) peer group comparison, and 3)

comparison of current period results to previous periods using time -series

analysis. All three methods may be used for both internal management analysis

of performance results and presentation of the performance information to

external audiences

.

This chapter also discusses methods that can be used to present the

results of a performance evaluation. The method used depends upon the

intended use of the evaluation. For example, external reporting of the

performance evaluation to a governing board, news media, elected officials,

and in some cases, funding agencies, can best be accomplished through a

graphical presentation of trends in key indicators. Suggested formats for

this type of presentation are discussed in this chapter.

On the other hand, if the results are only to be used for internal

management evaluation, then more detailed statistical analysis and tabular

presentation of the results may be the most useful. Approaches to this type

of interpretation and presentation are included in chapter 6 as part of the

interpretation of performance measures for internal management use

.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Performance indicators alone have little value to either the shared- ride

system manager or to external audiences; they must be placed in a context that

allows them to be compared in one of three ways: to absolute standards or

norms, to the values achieved by similar systems (peers), or to the

performance of the same system in previous periods (time -series comparison).

All three methods can be used to effectively interpret and communicate the

results of evaluation efforts; however, each method has limitations which must
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be understood when interpreting the results of a performance analysis. The

strengths and weaknesses of each of the three methods of interpretation listed

above are described in the following section. Suggested methods for

presenting results are also provided,

STANDARDS OR NORMS

The first method of interpreting performance indicators is to compare the

results for the particular shared-ride system with industry-wide standards or

norms. While such standards would provide objective benchmarks for

performance comparisons, few if any such standards exist. For example, no

ideal productivity rate measured by the one-way trips per -vehicle -hour

statistic exists except as an average of the performance for a group of peers

or another industry average. The actual productivity rate varies widely

depending on the type of passenger being transported, trip length, and trip

purpose

.

On the other hand, some benchmarks or standards can be put forth as goals

for a system. For example, a shared- ride system policy board could adopt

annual performance goals for the coming year . Performance reports for the

year would track actual performance compared to these self-imposed standards.

Again, using the Pennsylvania experience, recent State funding legislation

requires that all urban transit systems adopt a set of performance objectives

and then report to the public and the State how the agency's service measures

up to the goals. For example, Cincinnati's Queen City Metro transit system

had adopted annual goals for a wide range of performance measures. Figure 3

shows the system's elderly and handicapped service's (Access) monthly actual

cost per passenger trip compared to the cost goal that was assumed during the

budgeting process. The goal varies by month due to known differences in cost

attributable to, for example, harsh winter weather that reduces ridership and

increases operating costs during the December- through-March period.

Funding agencies may also impose standards upon an operation. For

example, the shared- ride system may be required to cover a certain percentage

of expenses from passenger revenue, or as in the case of private for-profit
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Figure 3. Example of performance measure compared to budget goal.

Courtesy of Queen City Metro, Cincinnati, OH.
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systems, may require that systems break even from fares. In these cases,

these requirements pose performance goals that can be used to evaluate a

specific system's performance.

In addition to self-imposed or funding agency- imposed goals, another way

to compare a system's performance to less specifically defined standards is to

compare performance of the system to the range of other systems' performance

ratings on a specific measure, without formally comparing systems that are

peers. For example, no specific standard exists for the performance indicator

percentage of live hours to paid driver hours. However, upon examination of

the actual experience of a large group of shared- ride systems such as that

reported in the appendix, one can see that systems typically achieve a

percentage of live time in the range of 33 to 66 percent. Therefore, if a

system's proportion of live time is less that 33 percent, one might conclude,

unless the system has operating characteristics significantly different from

those in the sample, that performance needs to be improved in this area.

This method of comparing a system's performance to gross averages or

ranges of values for a number of heterogeneous systems can help interpret

performance results if a particular indicator is extremely out of line with

other systems; however, it is not precise enough to allow for valid

comparisons if the system's performance is within the range of other systems

and the perforinance evaluation is being used to fine tune the system's

operation. A comparison of the system's performance with that of more

carefully selected peers is more appropriate and will provide more valid

comparative information.

PEER GROUP COMPARISON

Shared-ride system managers undoubtedly compare their systems'

performance to that of other systems with which they are familiar. This is

done either informally through discussions with other managers, or more

formally through comparison of statistics published by funding agencies. In

Pennsylvania, for example, PennDOT publishes annual statistical reports on all

of its programs including urban, rural, intercity bus, and shared- ride

paratransit systems. System managers routinely select performance statistics

on other systems within the State that they consider to be peers of their own
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systems. Not unexpectedly, these managers most often report to external

audiences those comparisons that favorably reflect upon their system and

downplay less favorable ones.

This tendency to selectively use peer comparisons is one of several

shortcomings to peer comparisons of performance data. Other difficulties with

this method include selecting peers that are truly comparable to the system

being evaluated, and assuring that all peer systems define, collect and report

performance data the same way.

The most difficult aspect of peer comparison is selecting the peer

systems. The goal of such an effort is to allow comparison of the performance

of systems that are similar in the key attributes that influence overall

efficiency and effectiveness of operation. Therefore, in order to select

appropriate peers for a given system, one must first understand the

environment in which the systems operate, as well as their organizational

structure, and then select those systems that are similar. Some of the key

attributes that should be considered are:

• Population of area served

• Type of area (e.g., urban, rural, suburban)

• Type of population served (e.g., general public or specialized
clientele, ambulatory or nonambulatory ridership)

• Type of service (e.g., random trips or regular scheduled, subscription
trips)

• Tjrpe of organization (e.g., for-profit, non-profit, or public agency)

• Type of operation (e.g., brokerage, direct provider)

• Size of operation (e.g., annual one-way trips, size of budget, number
of vehicles)

Obviously, few systems will be exactly comparable; therefore, some judgement

may be required to identify systems that are sufficiently similar to allow for

meaningful comparisons.

To use peer comparison as part of the performance evaluation process , one

should identify a sample of from 3 to 10 systems that are comparable. Systems
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within one's home State that receive funding from the same agencies are likely

to be most similar. In addition, these similarly- funded agencies will often

have data that can be used for the comparisons

.

The appendix contains performance data on more than 60 shared- ride

providers in Pennsylvania. The first table provides background information on

the systems to permit identification of comparable systems. The second table

reports several of the performance indicators used in the recommended 10-

indicator framework.

Once similar systems have been identified, the other essential element of

peer comparison is uniformity of definitions and data collection methods.

This uniformity is difficult to assure for other systems unless all of the

systems used for the peer comparison report to the same funding agency, or for

some other reason are subject to the same reporting requirements. For

example, the Pennsylvania data presented in the appendix was obtained from

reports filed by shared-ride systems participating in the State's reduced-

fare for senior citizens program. These systems use corftmon definitions for

terms and collect and report data that should be comparable between systems.

If a system manager intends to routinely compare a given system to a group of

peers, the peer systems should be contacted to determine how their data

elements are defined and collected to ensure that valid comparisons are made.

Unless one can be certain that the performance measures reported by other

systems are equivalent to those being calculated, peer comparison should not

be relied upon as a primary basis for evaluating a system's performance.

TIME -SERIES COMPARISON

Peer group comparisons and comparing system performance to predetermined

standards provide objective benchmarks for the shared-ride system. However,

time -series comparison- -whereby a system's performance is tracked over time

and observed for improvement relative to previous periods- -represents the most

useful comparison both in terms of internal management appraisal, and for

external reporting. Furthermore, in many cases, standards or peer data may be

unavailable or unreliable so that a system's own data may be the only source

of comparative information. This is especially true for measures such as on-

time performance or service complaints per 1000 one-way trips, where each
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system is likely to have different definitions of terms and methods of data

collection.

Because a complete performance evaluation framework should take advantage

of all available means of comparison, and because one technique need not be

used to the exclusion of others, a combination of peer comparison, standards,

and time -series analysis should be used to evaluate the performance of a

system. All indicators for the system should be tracked over time. In

addition, internally-set standards should be used to check performance, and,

when appropriate and available, peer data should be considered.

Figures 4 and 5 present examples of time-series reporting of performance

data. Figure 4 shows monthly total and senior citizen ridership for a shared-

ride system. This is the most basic form of time-series presentation. This

graphical presentation indicates, for example, that while overall ridership is

growing, senior citizen ridership is declining. If a primary goal of the

shared- ride system is to provide mobility to the elderly population, then

steps may be needed to increase ridership for this target population.

Alternatively, the data portrayed in figure 4 might indicate that nonelderly

riders are increasingly using the system, and because capacity is limited,

may be depriving senior citizens of service. Obviously, a knowledge of the

system is required to interpret the performance data; however, the time-

series graph will help the manager to identify issues that need to be

addressed.

Figure 5 shows how the Queen City Metro combines a monthly reporting of

one-time performance with a comparison to the system's standard of 93 percent

on- time trips. This type of graph allows the manager and external audiences

to not only see variations in a measure over time, but also to compare actual

performance to the goals that were previously established.

In summary, the manager of a shared- ride system should use a combination

of comparison methods to help interpret and report the results of a

performance evaluation. In all cases, time-series analysis can be used to

portray a system's performance over time and to identify positive and negative

trends. If the system has established its own performance goals, a highly
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Figure 4. Example of time -series presentation of ridership data.
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Figure 5. Example of time-series presentation
that includes performance standards.

Courtesy of Queen City Metro, Cincinnati, OH.
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desirable practice, then the time-series data can be compared to the goals.

Also, if funding agencies or other external agencies have established

mandatory or suggested performance standards, these benchmarks can be

incorporated into the analysis. Finally, if reliable, comparable data from

similar peer systems can be obtained, the system's performance can be compared

to that of other systems.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Once the performance indicators are tabulated, and time-series, norm, or

peer-group comparisons have been made, the next step in the performance

evaluation process is presentation of the results to the intended audience.

If the performance evaluation has been prepared solely for internal management

use, then the method of presentation is less important than if the results are

to be communicated to a policy board, funding agency, or the media. As will

be discussed in chapter 6 , use of performance indicators for internal

management analysis and decisionmaking requires a more complex analysis and

presentation of operating and financial data than that which can be

effectively presented to external audiences.

Performance reports to external audiences need to be simple yet complete.

The ten- indicator list of measures proposed in this guide represents a

straightforward report card on a shared-ride system that includes measurements

of key aspects of the operation that should be understandable to external

audiences. A more lengthy list of indicators, while better describing the

details of the operation, will likely overload the reader with information

that cannot be accurately interpreted and therefore will be of little value in

describing the shared-ride operation's efficiency and effectiveness.

For external reporting, a simple graphical presentation format is

recommended. Figure 6 presents an excellent example of the type of external

reporting that clearly communicates the needed information about key

performance indicators. The example is taken from the Queen City Metro

General Manager's Report, which is distributed to the board of directors,

local elected officials, the media, and other interested parties. This report
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1988 BUDGET « 1988 ACTUAL

ACCESS COMPLAINTS/ 1000 PASSENGERS

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

CURRENT MONTH

1988 Actual O.U 0.22 2.09 1.07 0.64 0.70 0.54 1.40 0.78 1.00 1.20 0.85

1988 Budget 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20

1987 Actual 1.66 0.81 0.29 1.38 1.A1 0.49 0.66 0.68 0.58 0.68 0.75 0.52

YEAR-TO-OATE

1988 Actual Average 0.4A 0.33 0.92 0.96 0.89 0.86 0.81 0.89 0.88 0.89 0.92 0.91

1988 Budget Average 1.20 1,20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20

1987 Actual Average 1.66 1.24 <i.92 1.0A 1.11 1.01 0.96 0.92 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.83

Definition:

The nunber of service delivery and/or equipment complaints per 1000

one-way passenger trips per month.

Figure 6 . Example of graphical presentation of

performance results with definitions and back-up data.

Courtesy of Queen City Metro, Cincinnati, OH.
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includes a series of the type of graph and table shown in figure 6 . Note that

the graph includes time -series data for the fiscal year as compared to the

goal for the particular statistic. Monthly and year-to-date data for the

current and previous years are included in a table which accompanies the

graph. Also included with each table and graph is a definition of the

performance measure, and in some cases, the source of the data used to

calculate the indicator.

Additional examples of presentation formats are included in chapter 7

,

which presents a case study example of a performance evaluation. The reader

should feel free to design reporting formats that best respond to the needs of

the audience; however, the two key attributes of an effective presentation

that should be maintained are: the list of indicators, which should be kept

at 10 or fewer measures that can easily be understood; and a graphical

presentation of the results that is simple but includes key time -series

information as well as any standards, norms, or peer comparisons that will

help with the interpretation of the data.
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6. DIAGNOSIS OF THE RESULTS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

Chapter 5 described ways to effectively present the results of the

performance evaluation with a primary emphasis upon external communication of

the results. This chapter focuses upon the use of the indicators by the

system manager to diagnose system problems and make changes in the operation

to improve performance. The 10 performance indicators recommended in this

guide represent the starting point in a more detailed analysis of the shared-

ride system's operation. This analysis usually involves examining additional,

secondary indicators in order to fully diagnose the cause of problems first

identified by one of the 10 primary indicators . The remainder of this chapter

describes how each of these primary indicators can be used along with

appropriate secondary indicators to identify problems within the transit

system. Possible corrective actions are also presented for each indicator.

Additional examples of how these indicators can be used to effectively manage

a shared-ride system are included with the case study example presented in

chapter 7

.

OPERATING EFFICIENCY INDICATORS

The following three operating efficiency indicators measure the amount of

resources required to provide shared- ride service.

1. Operating expense per vehicle hour

2. Administrative expense as a percentage of total expense

3 . Live hours as a percentage of paid driver hours

The most important indicator in this group, operating expense per vehicle

hour, measures how efficiently or economically the shared- ride system provides

service. The other two indicators can be used to identify causes if the

expense per hour figure is too high. In addition, the live hours/paid driver

hours indicator can be regularly tracked to measure the efficiency of

dispatching and labor utilization.
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The shared- ride operator's objective should be to minimize the operating

expense per hour. At the time of this report, shared- ride systems typically

reported operating expense -per-hour rates between $14.00 and $25.00. The wide

variation is due to differences in labor rates, vehicle maintenance costs, and

other factors which vary depending upon the environment in which the system

operates. Generally, urban shared-ride systems experience higher hourly costs

than those in suburban and rural areas because of higher labor rates, higher

maintenance costs, and higher rents.

Possible causes of higher- than-desired hourly operating expenses include:

• High rates for inputs such as labor and maintenance

• High administrative expenses relative to the amount of service

provided

• High percentage of paid driver hours versus vehicle hours

• Old, high- cost fleet that requires excessive maintenance expenses

Labor rates paid for drivers are largely determined by the environment in

which the shared-ride system operates so that, to a great extent, this factor

is out of the control of the shared- ride manager. However, an effective

manager should continuously seek ways to keep total labor wages and benefits

at the lowest level consistent with attracting qualified drivers. Part-time

drivers and volunteer drivers often can be used to reduce labor expenses.

Maintenance expenses are also a major, controllable cost for shared- ride

systems. Obviously, an old fleet with worn-out vehicles will result in

extremely high maintenance expenditures and therefore increase the overall

cost of operation. If high maintenance costs for old vehicles are expected to

be a cause of the high overall operating cost, performance measures such as

maintenance expense per vehicle mile can be calculated and compared with those

of similar systems. Such information can then be used by the manager, the

policy board, and funding agencies to support the case for capital funding of

new vehicles.

Another cause of high maintenance expenses may be an ineffective

preventive maintenance program, or a poorly- run maintenance program that

results in premature failure of repairs or a high frequency of breakdowns.
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The service quality indicators related to complaints and on- time performance

may provide support for this diagnosis. Also, more detailed analysis of the

causes of breakdowns and unscheduled maintenance may provide insight into the

validity of this cause of high maintenance expense.

High overall operating expenses may be due to the level of administrativ

expenditures relative to the size of the shared- ride operation. Small,

publicly- owned shared- ride systems often suffer from an administrative

structure that is too large for the number of rides provided. Spreading of

administrative expenses is always a problem for a small operation since basic

management, accounting, personnel, and other functions must be provided no

matter how small the system. However, public agencies often employ

administrative and support staff beyond that needed for efficient operation.

One way to evaluate this potential cause of high cost is to examine the

ratio of administrative expense to total operating expense. As indicated

earlier, administrative expense must be carefully defined, especially when th

statistic is to be compared across systems. As used in this guide,

administrative expenses do not include passenger reservation and dispatching

expenses, a cost commonly included in the administrative category. Assuming

the narrower definition of administrative expenses, shared-ride systems

typically devote 8 to 15 percent of their expenses to administration. Values

in excess of 15 or 20 percent suggest that the shared- ride system should

either increase ridership to support the administrative structure that has

been established, or it should reduce administrative staffing and expenses to

the scale appropriate for the size of the operation.

Finally, the third efficiency indicator, live hours as a percentage of

paid driver hours, can be used to evaluate how efficiently the greatest singl

expense, the driver, is used. The live hours statistic represents the amount

of time the driver spends actually transporting passengers . The difference

between live time and total paid driver hours represents dead time spent

traveling between trips, and time spent "on the clock" but not in service.

While some dead time is unavoidable, too much dead time may indicate

ineffective dispatching and trip scheduling. It may also indicate that rider

demand is insufficient to support the number of drivers in service.
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While shared-ride systems are usually not burdened with labor work rules

that mandate full shifts or payment for nonrevenue time, these systems often

suffer from driver staffing levels that do not match demand. This situation

is particularly common when county or municipal employees of a shared- ride

system are paid for a 37.5 or 40-hour workweek even though the demand

characteristics of the service result in significant off-peak periods with

little demand.

The Pennsylvania shared- ride systems that reported data on the percentage

of live hours to paid driver hours most often reported that drivers spent

between 33 and 66 percent of their paid time actually transporting passengers.

A more detailed examination of cases where live time represented less than a

third of total driver time indicated that too many drivers were employed for

the level of demand, and that part-time drivers should have been used in some

cases (where, for example, demand occurred within two narrow time periods and

therefore could not justify full-time drivers).

EFFECTIVENESS INDICATORS

The first three indicators described above measure how efficiently a

shared- ride system can produce its service. They reveal nothing about how

well the service is used. However, the following two performance measures do

indicate how effectively the service is provided, relative to the cost of

providing it and the extent to which it serves the target population it was

designed to serve. These measures are:

4. One-way passenger trips per vehicle hour

5. Senior citizen one-way passenger trips per senior citizen resident in

the service area

The first measure, one-way passenger trips per vehicle hour, is perhaps the

most important single indicator that can be tracked for a shared- ride system.

It indicates how successful the shared-ride system is in providing its product

and how well the supply and demand for service are matched to each other.
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A review of the Pennsylvania shared-ride system statistics, as well as

reports on other shared- ride systems around the United States indicates that

shared-ride systems typically average from 2 to 6 one-way trips per hour if

they provide a significant amount of random trips, or as many as 10 one-way

trips per hour if a large portion of their demand is accounted for by group

trips such as to senior centers. The number of rides a shared-ride system can

provide per vehicle hour depends on a number of factors, including:

• Average trip length. The average trip length in rural areas is likely
to be much greater than that in urban areas; therefore, fewer
passengers per hour can be served.

• Population density and the concentration of rides. Because more
riders can be picked up and delivered in a given time period in a more
densely populated area, more rides can be provided per hour. On the

other hand, in very densely populated areas, traffic congestion may
reduce productivity.

• Type of service provided. High ridership per hour (10 one-way trips
or more) can be achieved if the shared-ride system provides regularly
scheduled route service to senior centers , sheltered workshops , and
other locations where full vehicle loads can efficiently be assembled.
On the other hand, shared- ride systems that provide medical
transportation for non- ambulatory passengers may achieve ridership
productivity rates of 1 or 2 one-way trips per vehicle hour.

• Dispatching efficiency. The number of rides per hour can be
influenced by the efficiency of the dispatchers in grouping rides and
organizing vehicle tours.

• Driver scheduling. As indicated above, overall productivity, as

measured by one-way trips per vehicle hour, can be greatly influenced
by the match between demand and driver shifts. If a driver is

scheduled for 8 hours of work and produces 8 vehicle hours , but demand
is effectively satisfied with trips during only 3 hours , then overall

productivity will be greatly reduced.

The first three factors listed above, while generally beyond the control

of the shared- ride system manager, are environmental control variables that

should be considered when selecting peer systems for comparison. The other

two factors, dispatching and driver scheduling, are within the control of the

manager, and are the primary factors that should be examined if the one-way

trips per vehicle hour statistic is too low.
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Unfortunately, the most effective approach for increasing productivity as

measured by this indicator is to decrease the number of drivers or change some

full-time driver slots to part-time ones. Neither of these actions is a

popular one. A more positive approach, and one that should be tried before

reducing service, is to encourage increased ridership during off-peak periods

when greater passenger traffic could be served. In either case, the manager's

objective should be to more closely balance demand with the service supplied.

This can best be accomplished by looking at each component of the shared- ride

service (e.g., each vehicle or service sector). The case study in chapter 7

presents this type of detailed analysis that helps the manager to determine if

the entire system performs poorly, or as is more often the case, poor

productivity in one or two service sectors is dragging down overall

performance

.

The second effectiveness indicator listed above, one-way senior citizen

trips per senior citizen resident, indicates how well the shared- ride service

responds to the needs of the community being served. While the indicator used

in this guide compares senior citizen usage to total senior citizen

population, other population groups such as low- income or disabled persons

could be targeted, depending upon the objectives of the shared- ride system.

Because calculation of this measure relies on U.S. Census data, the indicator

should use census data that is readily available.

Again, using the Pennsylvania experience, the shared-ride systems in the

State provided about A annual one-way trips per senior citizen resident. The

value of this indicator varies significantly from community to community due

to factors such as the amount of shared- ride service provided, the

availability of other public and specialized transportation services in the

community, the quality of the shared-ride service, and the fare charged for

the service. A free, high-quality service that is readily available to

residents will be used much more intensively than a high-fare, low-quality

system that, because of equipment availability or policy decision, limits

trips

.

The system manager can use this indicator to determine whether the target

population is being served, and whether additional marketing efforts or other

actions are likely to result in increased ridership. If, for example, the
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value of the indicator for the system being evaluated is 7 one-way trips per

capita, major growth in ridership would not seem likely. Therefore, efforts

to increase productivity as measured by one-way trips per vehicle hour should

focus on the denominator rather than the numerator, and service hours should

be cut

.

SERVICE QUALITY

Most often, the shared-ride system manager focuses upon financial and

productivity indicators, since operating within budget and providing as many

rides as possible are the primary goals of specialized as well as general

public shared-ride systems. However, a balanced performance review should

include one or more indicators of the quality of the service provided. Two

quality- of-service measures are included in the proposed evaluation guide:

6. Service -related complaints per 1,000 one-way passenger trips

7. On- time pick-ups as a percentage of total pickups

The two measures are interrelated because late pick ups are likely to become

service-related complaints; however, complaints also result from other

factors. The most effective way to identify the cause of complaints and

ultimately to reduce them is to document each one and develop a reporting

system that summarizes them. Adequate documentation will allow the manager to

determine if a particular driver, vehicle, rider, or portion of the service

area is responsible for an inordinate number of the complaints. Building a

written case by using complaint information will also allow the manager to

discipline, or ultimately dismiss an employee who is the cause of the

complaint.

The on- time performance indicator can be used to monitor the quality of

service that is delivered, and then, by taking appropriate action, improve the

service so that complaints can be avoided. Because the on- time performance

data is obtained from driver logs and therefore can be tabulated by driver,

vehicle, or service area, the manager can determine the factors leading to

poor service quality. Perhaps a particular vehicle is off schedule because of

frequent breakdowns, or a driver is always late because of poor work habits.
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or lack of knowledge of the service area. If none of these factors is at

fault, perhaps the dispatchers need to revise their scheduling to allow for

more time between trips or schedule fewer trips per hour. This latter factor

is often the cause of late trips because trips are scheduled too closely, so

that when a rider is late for a pickup or if other disruptions delay the

schedule, many trips will be thrown off schedule. The manager needs to

closely monitor the dispatching function so that the proper trade-off between

operating efficiency (trips per hour) and on- time performance can be achieved.

FINANCIAL INDICATORS

Every shared- ride system manager must be concerned about the financial

performance of the system, whether as a private for-profit taxi operator that

seeks a profit or as a government or nonprofit agency that seeks to balance

the budget through passenger revenues and grants. Two key indicators that

track the financial viability of the shared-ride system are:

8. Operating expense per one-way passenger trip

9. Passenger revenue per one-way passenger trip

Both indicators should be calculated for the system as a whole and for

subservices . The cost allocation method described in chapter 4 can be used to

estimate the cost of providing particular subservices. The revenue earned by

each subservice can best be calculated using the methods described in

chapter 4.

Although each measure should be tracked independently, the most likely

use of these indicators will be in comparison to each other. If the goal of

the shared-ride system is to cover all expenses from fares, then the operating

expense and passenger revenue per passenger should be equal. If the shared-

ride system is subsidized so that the policy goal is to recover 50 percent of

the cost from passenger fares , then the average revenue per passenger should

equal at least half the expense per passenger.

Considered independently, the expense per one-way passenger trip figure

can be used to evaluate whether other service options are less expensive and
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therefore should be considered. For example, if a shared- ride costs $5.50 to

provide, but an exclusive taxi ride for the same distance would cost $4.50,

then the shared- ride manager should consider contracting with the taxi for the

trip

.

If the expense per one-way trip is too high when compared to previous

time periods, or to peer systems, the manager needs to examine the factors

discussed above for the indicators expense per vehicle -hour and one-way

passenger trips per hour. If revenue per passenger is too low, then steps

need to be taken to raise fares

.

SAFETY

The final indicator on the proposed 10-measure list tracks the shared-

ride system's accident record. Safety performance is measured by the

following indicator:

10. Avoidable accidents per 100,000 vehicle miles

Unlike most of the other indicators that can be measured for a short time

interval and for subservices of the system, avoidable accidents per 100,000

vehicle miles should only be reported for the overall system. The primary

reason for this is that most shared- ride systems would experience only a few

accidents systemwide for an entire year, so that a single accident would cause

a wide variation in the statistic on a month-to-month basis or between small

subservices

.

The most likely cause of a high level of avoidable accidents is driver

error. Careful selection of drivers and continuous driver training are the

two actions that will result in a reduction in this indicator. The manager

should also review accident patterns to determine if particular locations are

hazardous and result in a high proportion of accidents, or if design flaws in

vehicles make them more accident prone due to such factors as blind spots,

excessive overhangs, etc.
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The list of causes and solutions for poor performance as reflected by the

proposed indicators is meant to be representative and not exhaustive.

Additional examples of how the performance measures can be used to diagnose

and correct problems will be presented in the case study in chapter 7

.
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7. CASE STUDY EXAMPLE

This chapter presents a hypothetical case study example to illustrate how

the performance evaluation methodology described in this guide can be applied.

Shared-Ride Transportation System (SRTS) , a small, publicly- owned and operated

paratransit organization, was chosen as the example system since the

evaluation described in this manual is typically applied to public or

nonprofit organizations. However, the methodology could be applied equally

well to a private for-profit firm, even though the set of objectives would be

modified to include the profit objective. The other efficiency and

effectiveness measures are equally applicable to all forms of shared- ride

operations

.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Shared-Ride Transportation System (SRTS) is a small, rural shared-

ride transportation system that offers general public transportation services

to a service area with a population of 55,000 persons. Approximately 15

percent of the population (9,000 persons) is over 65 years old. SRTS operates

three small buses and two vans to provide the service. The two buses operate

within the small urban areas of the county and provide transportation to

senior action centers as well as for shopping and medical trips. One bus

operates a rural loop service that offers deviated fixed- route service one day

a week to each of four areas of the county. The fifth day the bus is used for

special shopping trips for senior citizens. One of the vans provides medical

services in and around the two small to'^ms in the county; the other van is

used for medical trips to a major hospital/medical complex that is 60 miles

from the county.

All trips on the SRTS service must be scheduled at least the day before

the trip is to be made; many riders have standing appointments for regular

trips. Transportation is available five days a week from 7:00 a.m. until

5:30 p.m. Over 80 percent of the riders on the SRTS are senior citizens.

Most senior citizens ride the SRTS free because state and local agencies pay

for the rides. Non-senior citizen riders include other human service agency
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clients whose rides are paid for by the agencies, and some general public

riders who pay the full fare.

SRTS charges both its public and agency- sponsored riders for the

transportation it provides using a zone fare structure based on the distance

traveled. Overall, the average fare in 1986-87 was $3.69; the lowest fare,

$3.00, is charged for rides within the small towns. The highest fare is

$15 . 00/one-way trip for rides to the major out-of-county medical facilities.

The SRTS service is managed by an executive director who reports to a

policy board. The SRTS Board of Directors, concerned with rapidly increasing

costs and increasing demands for service, adopted the set of goals and

objectives listed in figure 7 as a means of measuring SRTS's performance, and

as a tool to better communicate with the general public and with the agencies

that support it. These goals and objectives are used in three ways

:

1. The executive director prepares a monthly report for the board that
tracks the performance of the SRTS operation relative to the 10

performance measures

.

2. The SRTS Board issues an annual report to the public and funding
agencies that publicizes the system's achievements relative to the

stated goals and objectives.

3. The SRTS Executive Director and staff use the performance goals as

the basis for internal evaluation of the performance of each part of
the SRTS service. The internal analysis also includes a comparison
of SRTS's performance with that of four other shared- ride systems in

surrounding counties that are similar to SRTS.

Each of these uses of the performance evaluation methodology is described in

the following sections of this chapter.

TABULATION OF INDICATORS

Most of the data required to tabulate the 10 performance indicators are

readily available from the SRTS monthly operations reports that summarize data

from driver logs . Table 6 presents most of the monthly operating and

financial data needed for the evaluation. The one-way passenger trip, vehicle
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1987-1988 Goals for the Shared-Ride Transportation System (SRTS)

Operating Efficiency

1. Operating expense per vehicle hour should not exceed $17.00
per hour.

2. Administrative expense as a percentage of total operating
expense should not exceed 15 percent.

3. The percentage of live hours (when passengers are in the
vehicle) to total paid driver hours should be at least 50
percent

.

Effectiveness

4. A minimum of 4.5 one-way passenger trips per vehicle hour
should be provided.

5. A minimum of 4.0 one-way passenger trips by senior citizens
should be provided annually for each senior citizen within
the service area.

Service Quality

6. Service-related complaints by customers should not exceed one
complaint per 1,000 one-way passenger trips.

7. Ninety- five percent of all pickups will be made within ± 15

minutes of the promised time.

Financial

8. The expense per one-way passenger trip should increase by no
more than the Consumer Price Index, and should not exceed
$4.00/trip.

9. The revenue per one-way passenger trip should be set to

recover, on average, 100 percent of the operating expense per
trip.

Safety

10. The system should have no more than one avoidable accident
per 100,000 vehicle miles.

igure 7. Proposed goals and objectives for the Shared-Ride Transportation
System (SRTS), 1987-1988.
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hour and vehicle mile data were taken from the sununaries of driver logs; the

revenue and expense information was obtained from the system's financial

records. The service complaints and accident information were obtained from

separately maintained logs.

Because of the time required to collect and tabulate live -hour data and

on- time performance, SRTS calculated these measures based on sample data. For

example, live-hour data were collected from four 1-week samples of driver logs

taken about every 3 months throughout the year. On- time performance was also

calculated by a detailed examination of requested and actual pick-up times as

recorded on these logs. Paid- driver -hour statistics for these sample periods

were collected from payroll records so that the live-hour and paid-driver-

hour statistics from the same period were used to calculate the percent live-

hour statistic.

The administrative expense percentage was tracked annually based on an

analysis of SRTS's annual financial report, as shown in table 7. Finally, the

per-capita senior citizen ridership was calculated using 1980 census data and

the senior citizen ridership data as listed in table 6. Table 8 summarizes

the desired and actual SRTS performances for fiscal year 1986-1987.

MONTHLY REPORT TO BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The executive director prepares a monthly report for the SRTS Board of

Directors. This report advises the board of significant events in the

operation of the system, present or potential problems that may require board

action, and current SRTS performance relative to the goals and objectives

established at the start of the year. The performance evaluation report

accompanies the monthly financial and ridership report that is presented to

the board.

Not all of the performance indicators are reported each month since some

are only collected on a sample basis, while others are more logically reported

on an annual basis. For example, the live -hour to paid-driver-hour
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Table 7. Financial report for the Shared-Ride
Transportation System, 1986-87.

Expense Object Class Annual Expense

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSE

Driver Wages & Salaries - ' $54,900
Driver Fringe Benefits 10,280
Fuel and Oil 12,541
Tires and Tubes 1,788
Vehicle Insurance 8 , 500
Other 870

TOTAL TRANSPORTATION EXPENSE $88,879

MAINTENANCE EXPENSE

Materials and Supplies $4,015
Contracted Maintenance 12,400
Facility Rental 1,200
Utilities 500
Contracted Services 1,200
Other :• 850

TOTAL MAINTENANCE EXPENSE $20,165

CALL TAKING AND DISPATCHING EXPENSE

Dispatcher Wages & Salaries $8,663
Dispatcher Fringe Benefits 1,788
Telephone Expenses 1,815
Computer Expenses 1,155
Rent 990

Other 1.485
TOTAL CALL TAKING AND DISPATCHING EXPENSE $15,896

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE

Administrative Salaries $19,113
Administrative Fringe Benefits 4,263
Materials and Supplies 1,238

Non-Vehicle Insurance 605

Professional Services 1,788
Travel 825

Office Rental 1,650

Utilities 990

Equipment Rental/Service 1,485

Other 908

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE $32,864

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE $157,803
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statistics were only reported after the quarterly sampling study. On- time

performance is also reported at this time. The percentage administrative

expense is only reported once a year because of the unevenness of some

administrative expenses such as audit fees that would reduce the meaning of

month- to -month ratios. Senior citizen per capita ridership is only reported

once a year since the more meaningful total senior citizen ridership statistic

is reported monthly. Finally, the accident indicator is also reported only

annually since so few accidents are expected, thus causing wide month-to-

month variations in the ratio.

Five of the 10 performance indicators are tracked and graphically

reported to the board each month along with a graph showing monthly total

ridership for the previous year and the year to date. Examples of these

graphs are presented in figures 8 through 12.

SRTS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 19B7-19S5
OPERATING EXPENSE PER PAID DRIVER HOUR

20 T
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Figure 8. SRTS operating expense per vehicle hour.
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SRTS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 19S7-19SS
ONE-WAY PASSENGER TRIPS/HOUR

BUDGET

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR UAY JUN
MONTH

Figure 9. SRTS one-way passenger trips per vehicle hour.

These graphs show that SRTS is operating its service at an hourly cost

that, for most months, has been less than the budgeted goal of $17.00 per

vehicle hour. On the other hand, ridership per vehicle hour, while improved

over the previous year, for most months, still lags behind the target

productivity of 4.5 one-way passenger trips per hour. SRTS's revenue and

expense per passenger, as shown in figure 10, are also less than the budget

goal; however, expenses have exceeded revenue in 5 of the 7 months of the

1987-88 fiscal year. This situation is cause for concern. The causes of this

shortfall will be examined more fully as part of the in-depth look at each

service sector. Finally, as figure 11 indicates, service-related complaints,

except for the month of November, are generally less frequent during the

current year than in the previous year, a positive sign related to the quality

of the SRTS service.
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SRTS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 1987-1988
REVENUE 6c EXPENSE PER PASSENGER
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Figure 10. SRTS revenue and expense per one-way passenger trip.
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SRTS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 1987-1988
SERVICE RELATED COMPUMNTS

6 T
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Figure 11. SRTS service -related complaints.
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SRTS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 1987-1988
MONTHLY RIDERSHIP TRENDS
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Figure 12 . SRTS monthly ridership trends

.

PEER GROUP COMPARISON

In addition to the monthly performance report, the executive director

also compares SRTS's performance each year with that of three other shared-

ride systems in nearby counties. Data for this peer group comparison is taken

from a statistical report published by the State Department of Transportation.

Over the years, the executive director regularly talks with the managers of

the three systems and has determined that these systems are similar to SRTS in

ways that make them comparable to it for a performance analysis. Table 9

summarizes key operating and performance statistics for SRTS and the three

peer systems.

SRTS compares favorably to the three peer systems in most measures;

however, SRTS's performance significantly differs from the other three on two

measures. The system's three avoidable accidents in 1986-87 resulted in an
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accident rate that is nearly double that of the other systems. By comparison,

the Bradford Community Transit System had no accidents. Because two of the

accidents were caused by a driver that no longer works for SRTS , the executive

director expects performance in this area to improve next year. However, SRTS

intends to review its driver selection and training programs so that it can

avoid the problem it had last year.

The other SRTS performance indicator that differs from the peer group is

the senior citizen rides per senior citizen resident. SRTS provides the

fewest senior citizen rides per capita of the four systems. A number of

factors may be responsible for this situation, the most obvious of which is

the presence of a Section 18-funded fixed-route transit system in the SRTSs

service area, whereas the other three communities lack of fixed-route

transportation. The availability of other public transportation reduces the

senior citizens' need for shared- ride service.

The SRTS Executive Director would like to compare SRTS ' s performance on

other measures such as on- time performance, complaints, and percentage live

hours to driver hours; however, the DOT statistics do not contain this

information. Furthermore, the SRTS Executive Director is not sure that the

other systems use common definitions for these statistics, so any system-to-

system comparisons attempted may be not be valid. The executive director

plans to discuss the need for uniform reporting of such information at the

next State transit association meeting, so that other systems might report

information in a way that can be beneficial to all systems trying to conduct

peer comparisons

.

INTERNAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The time -series and peer group analyses performed by the SRTS staff

indicate that the shared- ride system is meeting most of its established goals

and objectives, and it compares favorably with similar systems. However,

SRTS needs to improve its performance on two service -related and two financial

indicators. As previously discussed, SRTS's recent accident experience has

been unsatisfactory relative to both its internal standard and compared to

peer systems. Through increased selectivity in driver recruitment, and
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through continued emphasis on defensive driving and other training programs,

SRTS hopes to reduce the number of avoidable accidents. It plans to work with

its insurance carrier and the State's RTAP program to carry out additional

training activities.

The other service indicator that did not meet the system's expectation

was on- time performance. A detailed analysis of trip sheets indicated that

the primary problem area was the in-county medical trips, which were often

late due to delays at doctors' offices that disrupted return trip scheduling.

The SRTS dispatchers plan to make a renewed effort to work with local doctors

to better schedule appointments, and to improve communication between the

doctors' offices and the SRTS dispatcher. Also, the SRTS dispatchers are

going to limit the number of calls during peak times to increase the system's

ability to respond to late trips and improve on- time performance.

SRTS's overall operating expense per vehicle hour is less than the

budgeted goal of $17.00; however, administrative expenses account for a

greater than desired proportion of total expense (20.8 percent versus a 15.0

percent target), and expenses exceed revenue by approximately $3,000. Since

SRTS's administrative staff consists only of the executive director and a

secretary who also serves as the bookkeeper and dispatcher, SRTS seems to have

little opportunity to reduce administrative expenses. Because even the

smallest shared- ride system requires staffing levels similar to those found at

SRTS, perhaps the 15 percent administrative expense goal was too optimistic

for a system of its size. In future years SRTS can modify its goal to a more

realistic 20 percent, or hope that increased ridership will result in an

administrative expense that is a smaller percentage of the overall operating

expense.

A more serious problem facing SRTS is that revenue from riders does not

cover expenses. Since the system must break even, even this small loss

cannot be tolerated. Further, since expenses will likely escalate in future

years, the SRTS Board of Directors must consider how to bring revenue into

line with expenses. One way would be to reduce expenses; however, based upon

the peer comparison with similar systems, SRTS's operating expenses appear to

be reasonable. Therefore, the SRTS Board plans to consider a change the fare

structure that will allow SRTS to cover expenses.
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SRTS operates four types of service: in- town service that provides group

rides to senior centers and sheltered workshops as well as medical and

shopping transportation; rural, deviated- fixed routes that provide one-day-a-

week service to rural sectors of the county; and medical transportation both

within the county and to a major medical center outside the county.

Fares vary for each type of service, with the lowest fare charged for the

in- town service and the highest fare for the out-of -county medical trips. The

SRTS Board is concerned that these fares are not in line with the cost of

providing the various services. Therefore, the SRTS Executive Director

prepared the detailed analysis shown in table 10 that tabulates the

performance of each of the four services based on key financial and operating

characteristics

.

As would be expected, the different types of service display markedly

different performance results. The in- town service transports a large number

of passengers per hour; however, it operates at a relatively low speed due to

congestion and short trip lengths. On the other hand, the rural loops and the

out-of -county medical trips travel at relatively high average speeds, but

transport fewer riders per hour because of the random nature of trip patterns

and long waiting times at doctors' offices and hospitals.

The analysis shown in table 10 indicates that the in-county medical

service is the poorest performing service in the system and is losing an

average of $6.00 per trip. While the SRTS Board of Directors does not expect

each service to cover its own cost, and assumes that gains on productive

services such as the rural loops and in-town service will help offset losses

on the medical transportation, losses on the in-county medical are still too

great. Therefore, SRTS plans to consider an increase in the in-county medical

trip rate from $5.00 to either $5.75 or $6.00 in order to eliminate the

systemwide deficit.

The SRTS Executive Director is also concerned about the poor ratio of

live vehicle hours to driver hours exhibited by the in-county medical service.

The 21 percent live hour to paid driver hour statistic is well below the

desired system average. Again, the SRTS Board does not expect that all
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services will perform equally well; however, the in- county medical

transportation service performs at less than half the desired productivity.

SRTS has examined the cause of this poor use of driver time and

determined that although one of the two vehicles assigned to this service is

used effectively only 2 days a week, a full-time driver is assigned to the

service. The SRTS staff plans a renewed effort to increase demand for this

service during low-use periods; if productivity does not significantly

increase after three months, SRTS plans to reduce the driver of this vehicle

to part-time status.

SRTS plans to prepare an annual internal performance evaluation and

report the results and recommendations to the board. In this way, the board

can more effectively guide the overall system and understand the implications

of its policy decisions. In addition, the staff can monitor key statistics

and make internal management decisions and policy recommendations to the board

to ensure the effective operation of the shared-ride system.
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APPENDIX

Tables 11 and 12 contain descriptive and performance data for 83

Pennsylvania shared-ride paratransit providers for the period from July 1,

1988 through June 30, 1989. These private for-profit, nonprofit, and

government organizations provide shared-ride services to senior citizens and

the general public as part of Pennsylvania's Reduced Fare for Senior Citizens

Program. Although these tables do not include data for all of the performance

indicators listed in this guide, they provide up-to-date statistics on several

key performance factors.

Table 11 provides some descriptive information about each system to help

the user of this manual identify systems that might be considered peers of the

one being evaluated. The column labeled "Type of Grantee" indicates whether

the shared-ride service is provided by a Transit Authority ("TA"), a for-

profit taxi or paratransit firm ("For Profit"), a private, nonprofit

corporation ("Nonprofit"), or a county government agency ("County"). The

designation "CTS" refers to systems operated by county governments that

provide transportation only to human service agency clients and not to the

general public. All other categories of grantees offer public service.

The population and area in square miles served by each system will allow

comparison of service areas and service area population densities. The "Total

Shared Ride" column indicates the total annual ridership on the shared- ride

system for fiscal 1989. The "Percent Agency Sponsored Rides" column indicates

the proportion of the total shared- ride trips that were sponsored by human

service agencies who paid the 10 percent of the fare not reimbursed by

PennDOT. The grantees listing 0.00 percent agency ridership depended totally

on general public ridership and most often provided randomly- scheduled trips.

By contrast, the grantees that provided a high percentage of agency- sponsored

trips generally provided group rides to senior centers and sheltered

workshops. This distinction is important when considering the service

productivity factors such as one-way trips per vehicle hour, since the

providers of random trips are likely to achieve lower trip productivity than

those who provide group rides.
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Table 12 reports total operating revenue for the fiscal year along with

the average fare (total revenue/total one-way trips). The table also reports

two of the indicators included in the proposed evaluation framework, rides per

hour and percent live time. Finally, average speed and average trip length

information is provided to allow comparison between these systems and the

system being evaluated.
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NOTICE
This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the U.S.

Department of Transportation in the interest of information

exchange. The United States Government assumes no liability for its

conter^ts or use thereof.

The United States Government does not endorse manufacturers or

products. Trade names appear in the document only because they

are essential to the content of the report.

This report is being distributed through the U.S. Department of

Transportation's Technology Sharing Program.
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